
 

 

his will be the messiest pdf forum whithout rhyme nor reason. 

Not from laziness, but from a complete lack of spare time. 

Systematically climbing through each and every pdf to find 

Supplied here just as they came. 

Some are screenshots, so attempting C+F may not always work. 

First and most important warning came from  8 10 2 Qu'on ne ƒcaura l'origine du fait, 

That one will not know the origin of the deed, 
 

8:10:2  from Allan Webber's Computerised Template 
U.N. GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES, NONE QUANTIFIED AROUSAL  
the ORIGIN OF ORIGINAL FEUDING RELIGIONS – FEUDS EON 

  ONE AUSTRALIAN FORUUARNS ALIEN  EQUATION 
QUANTIFIED.REAL.AQUARIUS.U R N - AGE.AND.ORIGINAL.R U N I C - QUATRAINS 

 REAL AQUARIUS AGE = see MILLWHEEL of the AGES 
 RUNIC QUATRAINS= see THE TRIPLE METHOD 

 

What did you take away from reading any of these works? 

Did you start out like the collator not believing in much from or about the off worlders nor their affect 

on us in one way or another... then bemused at the manner of being taught to learn that this is so? 

By being shown other works to read and digest, (see the Bibliography) most of which were written 

even before the times of Da Vinci and Nostradamus (who spanned over a century between them). 
The simplest action we may have all understood is that lessons can be sent to the future in art  . 

In engravings on wood, steel and stone. People get old and the memories they have experienced may 

disappear and this leaves that desirable vacuum for ʺthe victorʺ to fill with untruths. The largest untruth 

most of us has had to face is the unreality of the so-called bibles, since the information within them has 

been thumped into the psyche so indelibly. The word should be dis-information, because amongst the 

tremendous truths in our bibles is a mixture of very black lies.   For the collator – this was the amongst 

greatest of lessons gained from these hidden messages. All the while these discoveries were surfacing 

(such as the sixteen books altered and or deleted altogether and the over four thousand contradictions 

and alterations to original wording), what continually came to mind is one’s grandma with her crucified 

art hanging in the hall, of a man titled Jesus, whose name was Immanuel, hanging on a lie. 

Not to be confused with the term ʺJesus-Soulʺ which has very little to do with the image of a man 

supposedly wearing all our sins on his distraught shoulders. A Jesus Soul is one who spreads the Word 

of the Truth – by pointing out the hypocracies of those who would put themselves above all others 

raking in the dough and allowing entire nations to starve to death while they sit on a golden dragon- 

shaped throne wearing red and gold dragon sigils as epaullettes or drive in a bullet proof ‘mobile’. 

We can all be Jesus-Souls in a manner, simply by Fixing The Calendars. That would be one good start. 
 

COPY ON CANVAS MADE BY DA VINCI’s FAVORITE ASSISTANT;  IN FRANCE FOR KING LOUIS 12th  
WHO COULD NOT MOVE THE ACTUAL WALL IT WAS ORIGINALLY PAINTED ON 
THIS IS A VERY CLOSE COPY MINUS THE THERSES, WHICH I SURMISE WAS OMITTED TO 
PREVENT QUESTIONS 
BY FOLLOWING WHERE JESUS IS LOOKING AND WHERE THE APOSTLE IN GREEN IS LOOKING  
WOULD, BY DISSECTING THE LINES PROVIDE WHERE IT WAS ORIGINALLY PAINTED 
NOTE THAT THIS COPY OF JESUS IS NOT QUITE THE ONE DA VINCI PAINTED 

 

 



letter explaining where the full size canvas was hung, in  i545. Da Vinci died in France i519 

What did Leonardo da Vinci's "Last Supper" really look like? | DW Documentary 
In 676 (i676, or 676CE) according to Prof Niemitz ("MIDDLE AGES NEVER HAPPENED 1997)... 

324 AND A HALF YEARS was plucked out of the Calendar of that Constantine (VII or VIII) due to 

naming July 676 as Yule - of 1000.AD. For FISCAL purposes. Thus deleting 324+ years.  

On a concurrent calendar (Roman seasonal with spring/April as the first month) which pope Gregorius 

worked on in his i582 - HAD HE REALLY been in I582 he should have removed 13 days.  

He did not; he removed 10.  

Then sometime not long after - the "i" for Ysus/Ieousus/Jesus our lord was changed to a number "1" by 

some myopic monk = thereby ADDING one thousand years. The earliest evidence I could find showing a 

year date that had the "i" for the year of our lord Jesus 527 ALSO HAD in large capital letters the A.D. - 

thus repeating "in the year of our lord" - but were the letters A.D. really saying that?  

Were they saying ANTE DIEM. BEFORE THE DAY. Giving us all a large hint.  

There is also a square stone plaque baked terra cotta - showing the date of I.820, just so. with a full stop 

between the Capital I and the number.  

Someone raised the topic of the Roman M for 1000. This is what Nostradamus did use in the i500s, often 

with the M many spaces away from the number. Yet he too, left us a hint in plain sight. Preface J562. 

(meaning in the year of our lord Jesus 562). BUT prior to an M in Roman numbers, the archaic, or obsolete 

way of dating "under 1000" was a "c" "I" and a reverse"c" which later became a "D" meaning 500 - which 

happens to be under 1000.  

We are in I344 now at 2020. 
AND THIS is why the Shroud of Turin is real 

TRIBES OF YACOB & ƚsrael 
 

ithout driving you crazy with semantics in the treatment of the use of the letters "Y" for 
"J" – all we need remember here,  is that the letter "J" only turned up this side of the B.C.E. 

Even in the works of Nostradamus during the sixth century, (500s) both letters were used as 
and when it suited the writers or publishers.  It is not the intention here for discourse on the exact 
timing of the "Y" becoming a "J", other than to mention the name Yasher being altered to Jasher in the 

I9th Century.  Stick with me here because – regardless of the nonsense that weaves its idiotic way  in 
and out of face book pages by people insisting on various ways to spell and say what we now think of 
as "Jesus" – the name could only have been Yesus or even Ysus;  with even Yeshua just as acceptable.   

In this way, very early "Christian" calendars must have  been prefixed with a "Y" or the Coptic "χ" for at least 
the first three hundred years after the crucifixion until the Nicean Council decisions in y325. 
Agbar and Thomas, the names hidden as anagrams in the verse, are the defining names in the story of the origin of the God-
bearing winding sheet also called The Image of Edessa or the Mandylion. The story is of doubtful origin with no early material to 
give it credence, but it was well established by the sixth century. Abgar occurs in another verse as well and it is as critical in that 
as it is in this. In Constantine’s eyes the Mandylion was the God bearing wrapping cloth or shroud, but many narratives 
describe it as a linen wiping cloth or towel on which Jesus wiped his face. Although there are many variants on the story it 
generally contains the following elements: 
King Agbar of Edessa, wrote to Jesus, asking him to come to cure him of an illness. Abgar received an answering letter from 
Jesus, declining the invitation, but promising a future visit by one of his disciples. Along with the letter went a likeness of Jesus.. 
Instead, Thomas, one of the twelve apostles, under divine impulse sent Thaddeus, who was also numbered among the 
seventy disciples of Christ, to Edessa, as a preacher and evangelist of the teaching of Christ. It was Thaddeus who began the 
christianising of Edessa. Abgar is supposed to have written a message on the cloth to the effect that it was made 
without human hands.. Having written on the Image Not-Made-By-Hands the words, Christ- God, everyone trusting in Thee will 
not be put to shame, Abgar adorned it and placed it in a niche over the city gates. 
The later legendary history of the image recounts that because the successors of Abgar reverted to paganism, the bishop placed 
the miraculous image and letter inside a wal. Setting a burning lamp before the image, he sealed them up behind a tile. In 545 
the Persian King Chroses I besieged Edessa and the position of the city seemed hopeless. But the Most-Holy Sovereign Lady 
manifested Herself to Bishop Evlavios and commanded him to get from the enclosed niche the Image with which to save the city 
from the adversaries.It is told that when the image was recovered it had miraculously reproduced itself on the tile (the Holy 
Brick), and the same lamp was still burning before it. Tthe bishop of Edessa then used a fire into which oil flowing from the 
image was poured to destroy the Persians 
There is a huge amount of fantasy in this tale, but whatever the fabrication there were objects in Edessa that were believed to 
date from the time of Christ and they became part of the precious relics of Constantinople. 
The letter from Jesus was part of the reliquary known to have been in the Church of the Virgin of Pharos in Constantinople. It 
was purchased at the same time as the image (944CE), after the Edessans were assured of perpetual protection by the Byzantine 

W 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=http%3A%2F%2F1000.ad%2F&redir_token=TcQF9p5V_vdioE1uR_AoJws7CyF8MTU1MzE1NTIzMEAxNTUzMDY4ODMw&stzid=UgzpRpYpXlMI_Yz-YUl4AaABAg&event=comments


Emperor and 200 Saracen prisoners were released. Jesus’ letter was as much an icon as was the Mandylion and during the 
Middle Ages it was copied onto parchment, inscribed in marble and metal, and used as a talisman or an amulet. 
Earlier I mentioned there is another verse with an anagram of Abgar that is relevant but it is also true of the name Thomas. I will 
present that verse here without the detailed discussion to validate the points set out in notes below the verse. Its story line can 
be seen to fit to the Byzantine theme of the previous verse. The main reason for showing this verse is to give some insight into 
the appearance and intended use of the Jesus’ letter ornament. 

C IV Quatrein 38 
Pendant que Duc Roy Royne occupera While he will engross the Duke, King and Queen 

Chef Bizant du captif en samothrace With the captive Byzantine chief in Samothrace: 

Auant l'assault l'vn l'autre mangera Before the assault one will eat the other: 
Rebours ferre suyura du sang la trace Reverse side metalled will follow the trail of the blood 
• Pendant mentioned in first line- see Jesus letter as oranment mentioned earlier 
• Third line has anagrams of argentum (silver) and garmenture at end of line –linking 
it to the theme of ornament and the Image of Edessa on a cloth . 
• The last line implies the pendant will follow the shroud and suggests it has on in its 
metal surface a mirror image used for printing the letter. 
• Second line holds adjacent anagrams which say fine pact daunt Thomas race – 
relates to treatment of Jews by Crusaders in attacks on Thrace. 
It is not known where the Mandylion and the Jesus’ letter went after the fall of Constantinople but one commonly held modern 
belief is it was taken to Languedoc, rediscovered over one hundred years later, and retitled The Shroud of Turin. The journey has 
been set by this verse and it takes my story to Languedoc and the particularly powerful verse shown below. 
The Image of Edessa was referred to as a Palladyeum or Shield, offering protection to those who owned it. The verse under 
analysis contains several interesting anagrams in its second line; Palladyeum, Holiest and Shield. These anagrams occur three, 
two and one times respectively, throughout the whole text. There appearance together in one line is therefore not easily 
discounted especially given their relevance to “the great cloth folded”, i.e. the Mandylion. However two of them are once more, 
distinctly English words. Palladyeum is neither French nor English, but is the ancient form of palladium used in Constantinople 
and the lands of the Byzantine Empire. The Edessa was a protective shield, a Palladyum, believed to be directly connected to the 
Christian’s holiest person, Jesus Christ. Below I show how these anagrams appear in the verse 
Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient Egyptian Text - Live Science 

www.livescience.com › History 

Mar 12, 2013 - In a newly deciphered 1,200-year-old telling of the Passion story, Jesus has supper with 

Pontius Pilate before his crucifixion. His supper with ... 
Jesus Was a Shapeshifter - YouTube 

▶ 6:02 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0 

Sep 13, 2014 - Uploaded by Strange Mysteries 

A recently translated ancient text states that Jesus was shapeshifter. A 1200 year old Egyptian text found in 

an ... 
The ancient text that describes Jesus as a shape-shifter | Ancient Origins 

www.ancient-origins.net/.../ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001... 

Feb 19, 2014 - According to the canonical bible, the apostle Judas betrays Jesus in ... Shape-Shifting 

Jesus Described in Ancient Egyptian Text – LiveScience. 
About 715,000 results (0 
The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel) - YouTube 

▶ 1:32:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc 

Sep 4, 2012 - Uploaded by Immanuel Bierer 
Jesus's real... ... The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel). ImmanuelBierer ... Edward Meier, more commonly ... 
Talmud Jmmanuel - Story of a great man falsely named Jesus Christ 1 ... 

▶ 8:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w 

May 23, 2009 - Uploaded by Sukofu 
Aliens Take Billy Meier Back to Meet Jesus - YouTube 

▶ 8:41 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0 

Mar 7, 2012 - Uploaded by BackToConstitution 

Billy Meier is perhaps the most famous name in UFOlogy. ... and many have lived at the Billy Meier compound  
Billy Meier visits Jmmanuel- by Randolph Winters. 2/2 - YouTube 

▶ 46:29 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM 

Mar 16, 2012 - Uploaded by Bj Witelus The story is incredible, unbelievable,  "the truth is stranger than ... 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGucecyprRAhXHF5QKHb75Ac8QFggZMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F27840-shape-shifting-jesus-ancient-text.html&usg=AFQjCNF1tBsw9Ht85tQvQ31HcYybTsCzBw&sig2=1Ti-urMRwfdf_6MOTBXjpQ&bvm=bv.142059868,d.dGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001361
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM


FEUU OFFER DENY MASONIC SINS                     (loans or  few pray for redemption) 

SCIRONS [thieves] INSOMNIACS  ON (Oannes) – AIMS  SUN       (On, the Oannes, which have two factions, one is empathetic – they do not 
sleep) 

MAIN COURSE (to dine) MICRONESIAN                ("course" could mean "direction") 
SEEN: CANIS MINOR (poles shift?)  in I                 (Halloween ( I/Egypt  or Yew Tree day, also December 18-19-20 

Canis Minor is the current North polestar 

This “Canis Minor” might the smaller of the Canary Islands 

MICRONESIAN:    is this what happened at Easter Island? 

MASONIC SINS Jesus was a stone mason, often mistaken for a carpenter 

these "Masonic sins" could mean  the hologram of the false messiah 

2 70 4 Brut, humain monftre,purge expiation    
HUNTER (Orion) Iƒ APPROXIMATE (almost) OUTNUMBERING … UNFORTUNATE EXHIBIT UP IN PROGRAMME  
(the hologram which sucks people into thinking Jesus has returned, it has always been said the false messiah comes first) 
 
ROBERT STANLEY 
Michael, if he speaks of St. Michael was once Bran the Beloved  
and is now CHANI (go look that up) who is a "younger Elder".  
As we progress and decide not to devolve, we will become  
something better and better. This also applies to other  
creative beings - such as EnKi. Since Enlil/YHWH the  
wrathful is the warrior faction (destructive) that faction  
cannot improve. Simply because it TAKES life instead  
of Creating it. And THAT goes against Free Will –  
something EnKi/E'Yah has given us all 
at 1:51:55 speaking of titles: Jesus means 'savior" and  
"christos" means "anointed (with oil)". Yeshua/Immanuel 
 is the Prophet we all love. the titles of EnLil have already 
 been outlined in a previous comment - and THESE titles 
 (another of his is Chief Pilot) is how we can determine/judge 
 them – 

ƚ555 publication 
2 88 1 Le circuit du grand faict ruineux ...  the ruinous deed of the circuit (electrical)‘ f ’  is also ‘ s ’ 

TELLINGER CUT CRUCIFIXcymatic AURA : UNDID ACIDIC FRAUD IN UTU CRUX (see the gong cross of Shamesh-Utu here) 
when working with ormus in conjunction with sasar, it is an alkaline field required, this could relate to the lines about zinc. 
ANT (Mantis) CULTURED ARID (dry) IS UNEXCRUCIATING, REFUTING ACIDIC = CRUDE LUXURI  

 It seems to me this is saying to become as alkaline as possible – before a stargate trip 
CANDID U.N. ELUCIDATINGrecognisesIS ADDICT RUDE CRUCIFIX ART/ the Baphomet on the chest of Jesus in the Eucharist. 
TRUCULENT ELITE IS CURTAIN hide CRUX (Grus/Crane/Heron) GURU IS CRUEL ‘GUARDIAN’ / keeper 
 

 
EVEN CROP CIRCLES ARE TELLING US THAT THE REPTILIANS ARE “PLAGIARISING” THE JESUS ICON 
The letter “j” was not seen until the middle of the 1500’s. Coincidentally along with the quatrains.  
We need only go back to the bible prior to King James (of the 1600’s) to see that “Y” predates “J”.  

Where Yuya (Egyptian spelling), Yussef was Joseph the vizier and ‘father’ to pharaoh.
 

There seem to have been two ‘Jesus’ prophets one named Yeshua and one named Jesus. Yeshua the son of the seed of Enki sent 
to prop up the ten commandments. The other being his shape shifted replica. There is evidence in the bible that the apostles 
could ‘not recognise’ Yeshua at times, and this was the real reason for the kiss of recognition proffered by brave Judas.    

The crop circle above reiterates the the shapeshifting.                          Please go to footnotes regarding 1APPONO ASTOS 

Appono Astos | Crop Circles  cropcircles.net/gift.htm 

Appono Astos. “We Are Opposed To Cunning And Deceit”.  Despite the disinformation campaign performed by the British 

government to quell public interest in crop circles ... 

But this message response was about the likes of the reptilian Jesus crop circles 
 

and from http://www.esotericonline.net/profiles/blogs/what-one-crop-circle-is-saying  

 

Hebrew Pharaohs of Egypt by Ahmed Osman 

http://cropcircles.net/gift.htm
http://www.esotericonline.net/profiles/blogs/what-one-crop-circle-is-saying


 7 15 2 Sept ans sera le siege deuant mis   
MUTINEER  PUTIN  SEES  MUSE’S RESUMÉ 
ABLE  ARGUE - FLUSH INJURIOUS  SUGARI JUNK PHONES 
SIRIUS BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  
GUILEFUL BANKSTER KNOB – CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BOOKS, HARANGUES FOLK 
QUEER ACE LEECH ENTERORION GROP- MANNUZ/MAN) 
 
1 45 2 Befte en theatre,dreffe le jeu fcenique  1562 publication 
THE QUEER ACE LEECH ENTER, EQUATE* pretend 
CELEBRATE THE TENDER  JEƒUƒ. Jesus  
QUEER NET (Reticuli/Zeta45) ELECT BEHEADER,  
NEED BLEED THE ELECT IN BEER (Brew date/Taurus) FIFTEEN.   
Beheader is the guillotine.    Those from Leech  
(a ‘crown’ constellation over Orion’s head –  
the original source of the Anakim/Dagon)     
 *EQUATE = copies Jesus/pretending 
 
9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis  Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 
BARBA BE LIES BARBS NEBULISE LEPROUS SOUL RABBIS BARS JINGO UUHAT.BRAINS.BAR HUNTER.IS.PARLOUS  
JOUSTING    SUBPOLAR SQUAT      ARAB.OIL QUESTIONABLE 
FOUL ALPHA BARBARIAN ELITE PIRANHA AUUFUL PLAN: INTERNAL QUBITS PHONES’ FLAIRE/FLARE PULSE 
INJURING, BURN UP THE BRAIN ANION syntaxes – PAINFUL FLAUU, IS EARTH’S JUNIOR OAF UNUUELL PAUUNS. 
HELPFUL HONOURABLE PUTIN (BROOKS NO FOOLS)  
ABLE  ARGUE - FLUSH INJURIOUS  SUGARI JUNK PHONES 
SIRIUS BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  
GUILEFUL BANKSTER KNOB – CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BOOKS, HARANGUES FOLK 
 

"This will be preceded by a solar eclipse more dark and gloomy than any since the creation of 
the world, except that after the death and passion of Jesus Christ. And it will be in the 
month of October that the great ‡translation will be made and it will be such that one will think 
the gravity of the earth has lost its natural movement and that it is to be plunged into the abyss 
of perpetual darkness. 
The "perpetual darkness" of Da Vinci's "All colours will be the same" – the sack cloth of the Bible... 

 

except that after the death ... of Jesus Christ. 

SO TELLING US THAT THE LAST TIME WE HAD A NEMESIS CROSSING CAUSING 
THE DAYS OF DARKNESS WAS THE PASSING OVER 
and we have had one between times too – every 700 years give or take 
 

The Grail Quest and The Destiny of Man: Part XV: Jesus: The Man and the Myth 
Laura Knight-Jadczyk 

 
10 27 3  
CLUE: SARANS SEATTLE SEAT CRUELNESS, EATS  JULE/Yule C.E., 
EJACULATES ‘CLEMENT’ :  CALL JESUS EVENT, TESLA  JESU ACT ALE/so more than one false rapture, Ale being May 13 – June 9.  
This one using frequencies 
ACCURATENESS NUCLEAR CANCERS -  JESSE VENTURA CELL (base)   
 

1 27 1 IS PIG boar/Ursa DUELLING UP CRUELIZE, DAZE  PEOPLE OF by U.N. FUEL UP, chemtrails,  FLUFFIER  GENOCIDE... UUHO 
OFFEND CHANI, DEE, FULL OF GRACE:  PRIZE PEACEFUL AGE DUE. IS FREEZING FOUL UP FOR A DECADE. 
DIPPER Ursa Major, DOGSirius PUFF ADDERviper FED.,  D.E.F. OFFEND GOD. IS GOD FUNDED, GUIDED PUP Mantids from Puppis 

AND FEND IN ALDER - POND Cancer date, can also be in Scorpio END AGE, CUP ADZEcut,  IS FREEING FOULED-UP 
 ADDER is a date Feb 18 – March 17  ALDER is March 18 – April 14 
 CHANI, the ‘younger’ Elder  DEE, the 40 angels of John Dee – from the Pleiades (although Sagittarius has 40 stars 

as well) but John Dee was visited by “40 angels” 
 The lifting of the radioactive oceans is the end of the age for us, albeit Aquarius will not arrive for 900 years but an   

ice “age” IS  a new age! 
 DIPPER Ursa Major: Anakim DOGSirius PUFF ADDER viper FED. pun federal ‘government’ D.E.F directed sonic energy  

PARCƒ  [Yellowstone] DECIDES GENUINE PALL,  HAZE – IS ICE AGE  FOULED  UP  EUNUCHIZED  LIFE 
  UUHO   FUDGES  OEDIPEAN (a key word for Marduk who was put under house arrest 18th August 2018) 

 could not have put it better myself!  FUDGES  pretends  OEDIPEAN  mother-son relationship.  Meaning Marduk 
Invented Mary & Jesus. EUNUCHIZED means either made infertile or made without a gender. 

http://cassiopaea.org/2011/02/23/the-grail-quest-and-the-destiny-of-man-part-xv-jesus-the-man-and-the-myth/


from 7 24 TombeauBarbeauLorraineMarquisPont  
BROUUN STAR NEUU PLANET TRIBE IS REMARKABLE SUPER MILITARIES ABOMINATION  
BROUUN STAR NEUU SARRU PLANET ANIMAL-MAN TRIBE IS REMARKABLE SUPER ABOMINATION IN BIBLICAL 

1 3 4 Lors blancs & rouges jugeront a l'envers. i562 edition 
STRESS BLACK CUBE ALA.LU GANG LOVELESS NASAL ORGAN SNORTER= BROUUN-STAR SONS' STRANGER JESUS JOURNALS 
CONTROL-GOVERN IGNORANT LOSERS  
BROUUN STAR SONS SEND SUN LASER JET LARGER VOLCANOES BURN SUBURBAN ENSURES JOBLESS IN BONE-RAVEN dates  
Dec 22-Jan 3 
o BROUUN STAR SONS = the Anakim from Nibiru a planet of the dwarf brown star Nemesis, those who run the D.O.D. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM  
where "D.O.D." is a euphemism for the Industrial Military Media Intelligence Corp. run by off worlders - "BROUUN STARS SONS" 

NIV (NWO) REMOVED FROM THE  KJV 
Matthew 17:21,  
21 Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting. 
19 Then came the disciples to Jesus apart, and said, Why could not we cast him out? 
Matthew 18:11 
11 For the Son of man is come to save that which was lost. 
Matthew 23:14 
14 Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence make long 
prayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation. 
Luke 17:36 
36 [THAT NIGHT, TWO IN BED ONE LEFT  &  ONE TAKEN] 36 Two men shall be in the field; the one shall be taken, and 
the other left.  32 Remember Lot's wife. 31 In that day, he which shall be upon the housetop, and his stuff in the house, let 
him not come down to take it away: and he that is in the field, let him likewise not return back. 29 But the same day that 
Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all. 
30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed. 
Luke 23:17 
17 (For of necessity he must release one unto them at the feast.) 
Mark 7:16 
16 If any man have ears to hear, let him hear. 15 There is nothing from without a man, that entering into him can defile 
him: but the things which come out of him, those are they that defile the man. 
Mark 9:44 
44 Where their worm [DNA] dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. 
Mark 9:46 
46 Where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched. 45 And if thy foot offend thee, cut it off: it is better for thee to 
enter halt into life, than having two feet to be cast into hell, into the fire that never shall be quenched: 
Mark 11:26 
26 But if ye do not forgive, neither will your Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses. 
Mark 15:28 
28 And the scripture was fulfilled, which saith, And he was numbered with the transgressors. 27 And with him they 
crucify two thieves; the one on his right hand, and the other on his left. 
John  5:4 
4 For an angel went down at a certain season into the pool, and troubled the water: whosoever then first after the 
troubling of the water stepped in was made whole of whatsoever disease he had. 
Acts 8:37 
37 And Philip said, If thou believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ 
is the Son of God. 
Acts 15:34 
34 Notwithstanding it pleased Silas to abide there still. 
 33 And after they had tarried there a space, they were let go in peace from the brethren unto the apostles. 32 And Judas 
and Silas, being prophets also themselves, exhorted the brethren with many words, and confirmed them. 31 Which 
when they had read, they rejoiced for the consolation. 
Acts 24:7 
7 But the chief captain Lysias came upon us, and with great violence took him away out of our hands, 
6 Who also hath gone about to profane the temple: whom we took, and would have judged according to our law. 
Acts 28:29 
29 And when he had said these words, the Jews departed, and had great reasoning among themselves. 
these  words: 28 Be it known therefore unto you, that the salvation of God is sent unto the Gentiles, and that they will 
hear it. 
Romans 16:24 

24 The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM


 

 
< New International Version  deletions 
 

 

new additions 

 

Anna Hayes (Ashayana Deane) states in her book Voyager II, 
Once fleets are positioned, progressive instigation and amplification of conflict and regional wars 
among human nations will be further implemented via psychotronic technology, a process of scalar 
impulsing that has already begun. Bosnia was the first mass experimental test run and several other 
tests have been already initiated in China, the Middle East, Russia and the USA. As 'ETS' remain a 
hidden potentiality to the masses, instances of 'Mother Mary", "Jesus," Buddha" “Crucifixes” and 
"Holy Figure" holographic inserts, associate "Crying Statues and Paintings” and related pseudo-Divine 
phenomena will progressively appear to groups of humans who are mentally ensnared in both 
Traditional and New Age religious dogmas, promoting reassurance that "God’s Chosen Ones" will be 
SAVED in the 'Great Cleansing' or 'Tribulation". 
If the "United Intruder Resistance" (UIR) movement has its way, the illusion of peace on Earth will be 

maintained until they have their photo-sonic beam-ship fleets in position, cloaked within the lower 

dimension-4  frequency bands (as many are already).  
The fleets will be positioned over numerous secondary Target Sites and 24 Primary Target Sites, 
Earth's 12 Primary Star Gate "Signet Sites" and their corresponding 12 "Templar Sites," the activation 
sites for the corresponded Star Gates. 

  mentally ensnared  C+F+MOUSE
 

3 2 4 Tant fous fes pieds,come au fiege celique. f i j 
JE NE SAIS QUOI – I DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
""I DO NOT KNOW WHAT UPSET [SET UP] EFFECTED  MUCILAGE1                   
""I DO NOT KNOW WHAT IS [in chemtrails] FUMIGATE  [which] EFFECTED [altered] COUPLES  
AS IS EQUATING FEU DE JOIE [bonfire/nova sun?] SUFFICE COMPLETES [the above formulae and calculations] OFF I  
(AS IS the God of the Aettir/Aesir, of the Eddur, of the Eloim of the Living Library, of the Cassiopeians)  
 
EQUIPMENT [vocal holograms] OF DELEGATE  JESUS [false messiah] IS  EFFICACIOUS  (false rapture) 
JUMP  (jump rooms/stage gates) DIALOGUES (Hidden Texts) EQUATE  OFFSET (above) EFFICIENCIES 

 
Scientists say papyrus referring to wife of Jesus is no fake (577) 

 
In a newly deciphered 1,200-year-old telling of the Passion story, Jesus has supper with Pontius Pilate before his crucifixion. His 

supper with the apostles (and subsequent arrest) happen on Tuesday instead of Thursday.  

Credit: Renata Sedmakova | Shutterstock A newly deciphered Egyptian text, dating back almost 1,200 years, tells part of the 

crucifixion story of Jesus with apocryphal plot twists, some of which have never been seen before. 

Written in the Coptic language, the ancient text tells of Pontius Pilate, the judge who authorized Jesus' crucifixion, having dinner 

with Jesus before his crucifixion and offering to sacrifice his own son in the place of Jesus. It also explains why Judas used a kiss, 

specifically, to betray Jesus — because Jesus had the ability to change shape, according to the text  — and it puts the day of the 

arrest of Jesus on Tuesday evening rather than Thursday evening, something that contravenes the Easter timeline. 

 

Isaiah • ...Chapter 14 - The Mysteries of Greece and Rome The Eleusian Mysteries • ...Chapter 15 - The Sun 

God Returns The Two Jesus Children • The Cosmic Mission • . . .  

 

 

 

 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/booksearch/results.asp?ATH=Anna+Hayes&userid=6UICZM5UZV
http://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/scientists-say-papyrus-referring-wife-jesus-no-fake-001545
http://www.shutterstock.com/gallery-81669p1.html
http://www.shutterstock.com/


 

 
Even the features worn by the man next to the giant seem to be those of He in the Shroud of Turin. He is looking away from the craft.  
And what is the giant doing? Trying to convince Him. He stands in the water, so is it actually E’a? Lord of Earth and water. See his arm! 
 

3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij  
(G = Gera: seeds are planted ⨜  
Gebo: a Gift in 14, the postponing of Yellowstone?) 
 CANIS MAJOR (Sirius) COSINE [mathematical] CONFIDENCE.  
REAR FACING JESUS Oorbit DEFIANCE. AIM A[a Saturday, Dec sol-stice]  
IS ANU ENCOURAGES MAJOR DNA EFFICIENCIES  
IS JANUS-FACED JESUS COSINE OANNES EFFICIENCIES ON MARRIAGE   ("biblical bride")… 
 IS IN A JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMIC ENCOURAGES SUCCEED AIM A.A. IGNORANCE. 
 Ignorance regarding giants and cannibalism (“marriage of souls”)  
GRUESOME LEO, SHOULDER [Marcabians, the shadow government/ M'abus]  
ODD U.N. GOD DEMANDED LOUIS [asteroid] DEED, the bride 
 SURE MEDDLES*, NEED HUGE MASS MURDER.  



(Markab star is in the ‘shoulder’ of Pegasus)  
The ‘gruesome Leo’ could be the president who is a Leo and or those from Chertan in the walnut/jellyfish /bluebottle/anemone shape 
shifted craft who are « managers of all » according to 6 59 3. * see 3 77 4  
*Meddles, Meddler, Meddling seems to be a key word for the same faction, using Control+F will help you find them 
 
3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij   (G = Gera: seeds are planted ⨜  

Gebo: a Gift in 14, the postponing of Yellowstone?) 
CANIS MAJOR (Sirius) COSINE [mathematical] CONFIDENCE.  
REAR FACING JESUS Orbit DEFIANCE. AIM A  [a Saturday, Dec sol-stice]  
IS ANU ENCOURAGES MAJOR DNA EFFICIENCIES  
IS JANUS-FACED JESUS COSINE OANNES EFFICIENCIES ON MARRIAGE ("biblical bride")… 
IS IN A JEFFERSONIAN ACADEMIC ENCOURAGES SUCCEED AIM A.A. IGNORANCE. 
 

" it was 490 years from the building of the Temple to the time of Jesus Christ. Thus, this calculation of 
mine, collected from the holy writ, comes to about 4,173 years and 8 months, more or less. Because there 
is such a diversity of sects, I will not go beyond Jesus Christ " 
Nostradamus- The Epistle 
 
Ralph Ellis - 'Jesus Last of The Pharaohs' - "Judaism, Christianity, and even the early Essene cult of Israel, 
all have an initiation process that involves immersion in water.     In Egypt the body of the great God, 
Osiris, was floated down the Nile in a casket prior to his resurrection. 
 
     Whatever the origins of this tradition, it is clear that water was central to the Israelite faith; it could 
even be considered to be their shibboleth or marker.     
 This is very important when looking at the name of the pharaoh, Yacobaam." 
 
     Ralph Ellis goes on to explain that "the 'J' and the 'Y' are interchangeable in Hebrew, so Yacobaam can 
equally be Jacobaam."      (as occurs with Jesus - Yeshua.. ..in Greek - Ysus, Joseph - Yusef, Yuya/Egypt 
Jerusalem - Yurasalim, Joshua - Yehoshua etc.)     
"The Holy Spirit has CONTRADICTED ITSELF in proclaiming that David and Jesus Christ are God's anointed 
Messiahs because both of these individuals claim descent from Ruth the who married Boaz of Judah. Moabitess  
Nehemiah 13:1-3 Revised Standard Version (RSV) 
 

1 1 1 Seated alone at night in secret study, 1 1 2 Soul reclining on the brass saddle, (selle d’ærain)  
2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra commette  
ELOHIM CUBE MODERN HAZARD stargate ENTOMBED, FROZEDOZEN STAR DEMONS OVERHEAD; TRENCHANT/matured contract FED  
BELOVED COHERENT OLD MAN LEONARDO : CLEVER EUCHARISTE DEMOTES CENTRE LEMON/Jesus NO HALO ; AND DOZEN 
NOBLEMEN CONVERTED, ARE DEMENTED ZOÕDIAC MALEVOLENCE BAR ONE – THE HUMBLE ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES 3 94 2 

NOSTRADAME, NOTICE ? AT MOLECULAR ELECTRON THERSE (HENCE AMAZED ELEVENTH LOUT LEANS BACK) the twelfth is 
Nostradamus pointing up, so the numbering of the people at the table of the Last Supper are counted in reverse, the same way 
the ages are, and the zodiacs are. LOVE-LORN MOLE/ Judas has a mole – DECENT EVENT, BRONZE MEDAL did the second best  
ZODIAC TORAH DOCUMENTED TRIBES OF ISRAEL (MENACE CLEAN NATURE OF MOTHER EARTH) ARE CONNECTED TO CRUEL 
MANURE ATEN ROMAN VOLCANIC HOT COLUMN VEHEMENCE 11th ADORE. ERAZE NOT-MUCH-NEEDED, LAMENTED LUNCHEON  
ELEVENTH ADORE = October 10/11 event. Adore is Libra in October. TRIBES OF ISRAEL means the tribes of Jacob the usurper  
4 29 Iƒ (is) FREQUENCIES OPEN CELLULAR MOLECULAR ; SELF EVIDENT PARAMETER CHAFFEURED (driven) C+F+ 1 54 1 

12 On the day the Lord gave the Amorites over to Israel/,Jacob Joshua said to the Lord in the presence of Israe/Jacob:  
“Sun, stand still over Gibeon, and you, moon, over the Valley of Aijalon.”  
13 So the sun stood still, and the moon stopped,  
till the nation avenged itself on[b] its enemies, as it was written in the Book of Yashar:13  
The sun stopped in the middle of the sky and delayed going down about a full day. Meaning Earth stopped turning – 

14 There has never been a day like it before or since, a day when the Lord listened to a human being. followed by that 

assumption  

Surely the Lord was fighting for Israel!Jacob  

15 Then Joshua returned with all [Jacobite] Israelites to the camp at Gilgal 
 
 

Vibratron XL1 year ago 

Creator could tell who was a descendant of Satan and who wasn't  

Now in the book of Mathew Chapter 7, Verse 20, Jesus says the following.....  

 “Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them”

Let me end with another qoute from Jesus, in Revelation 2 Vers 9 “I know thy works, and tribulation, and 

poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blastphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are 

the synagogue of Satan.” (ask yourself, who is it in the world today that claims to be jews, but are not?)  

By their fruits, the bloodline has been shown to you..... 

 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC66wylizmrOnJX9OzI2_oTw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC66wylizmrOnJX9OzI2_oTw


1 52 1  
LONDONER EXCELS:  
EXPLAINED JUICIEST COMPLEXIONS SAD INJUSTICE MOD CONS.  
INDICATION ICKE IS/UUAS JESUS SOUL COMPLEX 
(other lines say he was murdered and is now a clone) 
 
from ALA.LU/LUCIFER & SATAN 
20) Satan opposes God's work. (Zechariah 3) (''God's work'' includes all the natural beauty of Mother Earth). 
Allah teaches a completely different Jesus from the bible. (Quran 4:15) 
(Here, it must be kept in mind that the bible was edited in 325A.D. The word 'Christ' is a title, an Office and 
Jesus was not the first – there was Horus who lived the same life as the Mason stone worker Jesus) 
20) Satan opposes God's work. (Zechariah 3) (''God's work'' includes all the natural beauty of Mother Earth).  

Allah teaches a completely different Jesus from the bible. (Quran 4:15)  

(Here, it must be kept in mind that the bible was edited in 325A.D. The word 'Christ' is a title, an Office and  

Jesus was not the first – there was Horus who lived the same life as the Mason stone worker Jesus) 
 
EOSPHORUS & HESPERUS : Greek god of the morning & evening star ...  
"And now Aurora [Eos], the bride of Tithonus, was making ready to chase the night away, and Lucifer [Eosphorus] 
had risen, forerunner of the dawn." (Forerunner of the new age/Eos was also Ala.Lu who it was first came upon our 
planet, in the current epic) evening star = the western  
 

"We both know that “Jesus” as that characterization manifested itself in the entity we know as Jesus of 

Nazareth (Yeshua) is an Archetype that “the other” can assume as a “Christ-Consciousness.” It is not a 

person.  

So, Yeshua was a “Christ” and so was Horus.  

It is a “model” for someone to follow." 

Marc DiGuiseppe 
 

First, understand that for me to talk about me is anathema, and is part of the reason the work has 
been the priority – and not me, nor financial gain. 
However, I do understand that people need a kind of “proof” that the t’ask handed to me, and 
likewise other t’asks for thousands of others, is verifiable. 
Hence, both contactees Nostradamus and Da Vinci used my name. Being time travellers too. 
The proof of that sits in the Last Supper where Da Vinci  painted Nostradamus next to the Jesus.  The one pointing up 
– even tho Nostradamus still had 16 years yet to be born. They did meet again somewhen around the time 
Nostradamus was sent to Medical school at the age of 14 – two years before  Da Vinci died ~ in France.  
In the Latin correspondences of Nostradamus, he mentions in Letter #32 : 

“Here already it has been some time that my dear Brotot I was delighted by  Parks,   who took hold  

[of our mandate] those things amongst us which must be done herself/himself [being] as a priority the best among us.  "Who has the 

ears to hear whatsoever amongst our mandate. To undergo delivery forthwith.  "

The other reason for bringing our calendar forward is they want to accomplish their agenda before the upcoming ice 
age – when there will be no powergrids 
They even had a copy of Jesus 
which is why the real one, Immanuel Iscariot, said we would “know them by their actions” 
facta non verba 
took me a little while to understand that the actions of Father In Heaven E’Yah were loving deeds: 
such as using a water gun to blast thru the Hammered Bracelet instead of nuclear as Allah-Lu did 
 
Linda M. Howe says Jesus was an extraterrestrial sent to teach man about the dangers of interplanetary 
warfare: Linda Howe says that Jesus Christ is The "Central Focus" of ETs and UFOs. 
"And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold ...." -- Jesus Christ, John 10:16 

 
“Two thousand years ago these extraterrestrials created a being to be placed on this planet to teach homo-
sapiens about love and peace.” 
 
In the account provided in her book, An Alien Harvest, Linda related the above by saying;  
The briefing paper itself stated that these ETs have come at various intervals in the earth’s history to manipulate 
DNA in already existing terrestrial primates and perhaps in other life forms as well. To the best of my memory, the 
time intervals for this DNA manipulation specifically listed in the briefing paper were 25,000; 15,000; 5,000; and 
2,500 years ago. 
 

http://www.lastchanceministries.com/Jesus_Central_focus_ETs_UFOs.htm


There was also a paragraph that stated, “Two thousand years ago extraterrestrials created a being” that was 
placed on earth to teach mankind about love and non-violence. 
 

"We already have the means to travel among the stars, but these technologies are locked up in black projects and it 
would take an act of God to ever get them out to benefit humanity.... Anything you can imagine, we already know 
how to do." -- Benjamin R. Rich, aeronautical engineer, 1995 
 

English translation of some Da Vinci Lines 
In loco agresti statuas A:Cassiopeian: SAGE Nostradamus IN LOCUS AT ARTIST’S Da Vinci’s LEO  ICON in the Last Supper 
 

 nelle propie case da crudelissimi       to be torn [apart]  in  the cruelty
 

ACCURSED POPE RADICAL SEEMLINESS, ALERT NEEDLESS RACIALISM RIDICULES RADIANCEJesus MIRACLES AS 
SORCERIES: MISLEADS CRIMINAL UPPER CLASS CLOUDIER LARCENIES PROP nature.  CLAIMS DIRE  PERILS  DEADLINE  
LUNACIES:   SCARE PROLE.  REPLICA NIPPLELESS  POPE DIES IN CAPRICORN.    POPE  DISPLEASES  ELOIM 
 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra commette     and the quatrain line  hidden texts in its full context
 

 stargate DOZEN STAR DEMONS OVERHEAD; TRENCHANT/matured contract  FED 

BELOVED COHERENT OLD MAN LEONARDO : CLEVER EUCHARISTE DEMOTES  CENTRE LEMON/Jesus NO HALO ;  AND DOZEN 
NOBLEMEN CONVERTED, ARE DEMENTED ZOÕDIAC  MALEVOLENCE BAR ONE – THE  HUMBLE ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES 3 94 2 

NOSTRADAME, NOTICE ?    In the Last Supper 
(HENCE AMAZED OTHER ‘ELEVENTH [elite] LOUT’ LEANS BACK) In the Last Supper 
  the twelfth is Nostradamus pointing up, so the numbering of the  people at the table of the Last Supper are counted in reverse, 
 the same way the ages are,  and the zodiacs are. 

/ Judas has a mole – UUAS DECENT EVENT,  LOVE-LORN MOLE

did/was  the second best............................            seeBRONZE MEDAL below 
ZODIAC TORAH DOCUMENTED TRIBES  OF ISRAEL - (MENACE CLEAN NATURE OF MOTHER EARTH)  
ARE CONNECTED TO CRUEL MANURE (Alcyonese in the U.N.) 
ATEN/asteroid ROMAN VOLCANIC HOT COLUMN VEHEMENCE 11th ADORE. ERAZE NOT-MUCH-NEEDED, LAMENTED LUNCHEON 
o ADORE/Libra the 11th day is  October 1st/2nd   LUNCHEON and see «  » in other lines.  NOON
SELECTED  SEVENTH  NOVEMBER  CONDOLEEZZA  RICE :  (« final president »  to be) 

BLUNT MARINES MOVEMENT,  ENSLAVEMENT AND  D.U.M.B  TROUBLES  SEVENTEENTH –if this is a year, keep in mind  it can be 377 days from any day in 2017 

ACADEMIC – AMERICAN-LONDONER  MORONS  ACCORD  DREAM,  MORALIZE ; 
 M.E. sasar from nano satellites BULLDOZE     Putin is the ‘cosmic cobra’ (Petin means cobra in Hebrew)  COLUMN.

ALARM :  ‘ELITE’ CAMERA  ALBUM NSA  RADIO-ACTIVE  ‘SENTENCE’ ON  ‘ENCUMBERED’ COMMUNAL  INDIA.   
retaliation for India  leaving the dollar  and  using free energy 
 > thus ‘killing two birds with one stone’ from their point of view.  This once again pairs the many «  » lines. 

o JUDAS = BROTHER-FRIEND = EDITED OCCASION =The Nicene Council compiling a modern bible, setting up Judas 
Faciebat Michaël Noƒtradamus Salonǣ.  after plucking ‘Immanuel out,’ hoping to get details about the false calendar:  

             

  
Halloween

 

 325 ‘A.D’  

There are two “last cards”. One is held by Cassiopeia (with Putin looking over her shoulder) found in the Eucharist, and the 
other was when the cloned Von Braun told Carol Rosen about the last card false flag false alien invasion to usher in the NWO 
 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/volatile/Niemitz-1997.pdf  
But who could have had an interest in faking so many documents?  
And why did the ‘fakers’ need a phantom time of ca 300 years?  
We developed two hypothesis which basically don’t contradict.  
Hypothesis One: Otto III didn’t live accidentally around the year 1000 AD; he himself had defined this date!  
IT WAS A REST He wanted to reign in this year, because this suited his understanding of Christian milleniarism.  
He defined this date with the help of his famous and well-versed friend Gerbert de Aurillac, later Pope Sylvester II.  
In reality they lived approximately seven hundred years after the birth of Jesus Christ,  (y676) but never until then had the years been 
reckoned ‘after Christ’.  
Perhaps unaware of their error and without intending to falsify they defined one special year as ‘1000 AD’  
(Illig 1991). Consequently chroniclers had to invent 300 + years of history. 
 
2 79 4 SCALES:ENTIRE.SOUL.FIT.SPARSE.LINE.SPACE SPACE:ASEPTIC FELSPARS ENTIRE OSCULATES ABILENE REUELATION ASPECT OUTERLINES 
BIENNIAL INSEPARABLES.FITS.PLAS 
6036 4SUMERS.HOUS.REUELATION AMULET HEIR YOUR HEROES USE.ORIENTAL.HERO ANTIHERO URANOLITE USELESS HEROIN SUMER 
UUATERMELONS(Chani said to collect watermelon and black sunflower seeds) .BLESS HOUSE.RETAINED 
9 44 3 EXPERIMENTORS CONTEMPORARY EXERTS ELECTRONS.RAY ONCE PRAYER CLOSE SOUL REVELATION YEAR OSCULATE ON CELT CLOSE 
ONCE RARE RAIMEN ARTERY EXTERMINATORS. 
9 44 3 REVELATION ONCE after YEAR OSCULATES one year joining another – in Capricorn NEEDS MU SUN END U.S. 
(the Crystal pyramid)  
7 42 4 MORTALISED ENTRAILSINTERVALS REVELATIONS.TIMED MORTAL.VEINS AMITROLE MORALIST ORIENTALS SALIENT VENTAILS SEVEN  
SEXIVALENT RELATIONS.VEX VENTROME 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/volatile/Niemitz-1997.pdf


 
The reasoning behind the decision of the Anu that it is Destiny that is fixed was relying on the orbits being a “destination” and “fixed”!  
So where was their I.Q. (common sense) when they made that decision? For a bunch of gods they sure did not think!. After all – it is their 
solar system which causes our orbits to become “unfixed”! Orbits actually go no where else but where they are – except when they 
become not fixed. Such as once having been 260 days, then 360, then in 705BC 365 days, and recently, in October 2013; 377 days which 
is currently 377.8 days and growing. There is one exception to this idea in this debate.  
That is: we are in a vortex forward moving solar system, following our sun.  
This is something the gods knew... were they placing their faith on this, the Big Picture, as a fixture when they debated the subject?  
One would think with all their different types of stargates that they would be able to circumvent things they might see in their future and 
it seems to me that giving certain human-bred elite the means to alter time-lines has also shot themselves in a foot or two.  
After all – they did provide REVELATION in the ‘bible’ for some reason or another! Remember, only the Elo’im see the true end.  
 

The Beast of Revelation and His Empire    
 

4 26 3 Denuech l’eboufq; lou gach deffous lastrei (i555 publication, noting the ditrochee) the i562 edition is quite different  
DEDUCE DEBOUCHED (DOLEFUL HUE) DOUBLE-FACED FOCUS DERO LAESTRIGONE ‘DUE FUSE EUENT, 
CUT-OFF IN FOUL ASH GIANT UOLCANO CHOKER DUFF GENOCIDE DEBACLE SUCCEEDS. ICE AGE CONCLUDES THIS 
BEHEADER ALLAH-LUCIFER/ALA.LU UUOULD-BE GOD, SEDUCES FOOLS, CONCOCTS HUGE USEFUL REUELATION 

 CHUKCHEE ; an inhabitant of far northe eastern Siberia, as far as the northern entrance to inner Earth? 
 

 

 
1 82 4 Trembler Vienne & le Pays d'Auƒtriche . that Vienna and the country of Austria will tremble.  
INTERVENE.UR.EA.ARTIST.HIS.EUCHARIST.PLATE.MEAL,IS.HERETIC.CHARISMA.CHRIST.DARE.done 
IT’S.SHADY.STARS’.CURSE.HARASSES.YACHT.,IS.EARTH.SHIP’S.YARD-ARM.(equator)  
ERUPTIVE PELÉE CLIMATE DISASTER  
BELIEVE.IN.HERMETIC.ALCHEMIC.THREE.TRUTH,TREE.DAYS.CLUES.yes, the triple method.done 
ISTAR.(Sirius)METER.(measure)RICH.ELITE.TRASHY.‘RACIST.ETHIC’. 
IS UNCHARITABLE DEFILEMENT ACHIEVEMENT  
‘ELITE’ ARE INHUMANE RECTAL PERVERTS, PREDETERMINES DNA, THREATENS CHEAT CHILDREN’S VIBRANCE  
HANS ÜLRICH NIEMITS PDF DEFEATS CALENDAR YEARS. IMPEACH LUCIFER’S PATRIARCHAL VATICAN MERCHANT PLAN, 
VAMPIRE’S INFANT PLUNDER, AND INTERRUPT ATEN-ETNA BRIDE’S FIREBALL SEVERITY *(PERVERTS SUNNY, 
BENEFITS ALIEN REPTILES); SUBVERTS HYPER-TIME LADDERS, BREACHES SAFETY.  
* CONNUBIAL AIR-MAIL BRIDE IN REUELATION “ tabernacle for the sun, which is as a bridegroom coming out.”  

o IMPEACH LUCIFER’S PATRIARCHAL VATICAN MERCHANT PLAN: the secret TPP and its subsidiaries 



 

 
 

    you saying accaderebbe but in a better way... Da Vinci speaking to Nostradamus  come tu dicesti che accaderebbe nel bene
(open sesame) releasing gnowledge The rest of this line appears in BAUVAL & Leonardo The Arabic word ABRAHADABRA : a magical opening  
CUBE’S CENOBITE TEAM ABLE TO TAME COMET METEORS, RETICENCE ABLE TO DATE (NEED ELITE INCOHERENCE)  

DECENCIES CHE-RUB He-Rod52 CUBE DETECTED ELITE [OBEDIENCE ORION’S BELT MENACE] CAUSED TIME LINE ACCIDENT, 
ELITE BECAME ENTOMBED... DEBATE LAB NEEDLES IS NO COINCIDENCE, IS ACTION DECIMATES genocide IN  ACT 
BEAR BELTANE BEE, BILE, BE, BACTRIAN/REED, NOBLE, BONES DATES 

BEAR BELTANE BEE,  BILE, BE, BACTRIAN/REED, NOBLE,  BONES DATES 
o CENOBITE = monk like – the Elo’im. 
o BEAR March 18 – April 14 2017  BELTANE first week in May  BEE May 13 – June 9 (same as Ale/Brew date) 
o BILE, BE, NOBLE, BONES DATES. Fast I am becoming aware that there are no coincidences working with 

these texts ‘heaven sent’ as they are. Only yesterday the words ‘pale horse’ came under scrutiny. There happen to 
be Celtic dates for the white, red and black horse. Being a horse person I wondered what colour pale horse really 
was, since the white horse is already taken.  In horse parlance, the term white  means a horse born white. Although 
grey horses often 

appear white, they are always born  another colour and proceed yearly to end up looking white.  So I was not really 
surprised to find the word ‘pale’ is just one more mis-interpretation of the original. Naturally it was in the King 
James Version of Revelation (the Revealing) that the real colour is identified. It is the word ASHEN. When debating 
the four horsemen of  the ‘‘Apocalypse’’ (the unveiling – or disclosure) one is able to understand more fully what 
Mr. Death is related to and with a horse of ashen colour the hints become more concise.  
Some have said ‘dappled  grey’ and kudos to them ! The clue for the event is disguised in the word ‘ash’. This can 
go several ways – volcanic ash, nuclear ash and the Ash Tree, which is the real Tree of Life, especially in the Eddur.    
We also happen to know that Ash tree is a Celtic tree date. According to the vignettes of Cesar de Notredame’s 



‘Lost Book’ the Ash tree signifies our DNA 
o BILE  The white horse date is June 10 to July 7                        followed by  Mare date : July 8 to August 4th 

o BE, is Virgo August 22 to September 22  NOBLE is red horse is a September 30 to October 27. 
o BACTRIAN, REED  October 28 – November 24 

o Black horse is a November 25 – December 22     BONES DATE is a December 23 to January 21. 
o The Ash tree has several dates : May 25 – June 3rd, November 22 to December 1st and Feb 18 to March 17 
 
Revelation 6:8 

a."I looked, and behold, an ashen horse; and he who sat on it had the name  Death; and Hades was following with 
him.  Authority was given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword and with famine and with 

pestilence and by the wild beasts of the earth.” 
 

o May 13 – June 9 events 
1 82 3 Tant vuidera dehors grande aƒƒemblee : Such a great assembly then pours forth : Dero? Those ‘seething’ 
ones?? = ANSWERED: ASSEMBLED.MASSES,READ:DREAD.THOUSANDS.LEONINE.HAND’S.HE.RODS.star wars 
DANGER. IS.BONA.FIDE.RED.HORSE.RIDER...  
o The word “HANDS” plural is obsolete for Leo Minor constellation, formerly The Carpenter and before that 
Norma/Roman. He-Rods = greys  

 

The second horseman of the Apocalypse appears in Revelation 6:4  

o “Then another horse came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given power to take peace from the earth and to make men slay each other. To 

him was given a large sword.” The sword, we have learned, represents Orion  

SO.VIRTUE.TO.ASSEMBLE.TEAM.ABLESNESS.HEAD.OFF. HELMETED.ROUNDHEAD.DEATH.(DEVOURED)  
EARTH HAS HEAVENS ROTUNDNESS : HOSANNA ELOHIM MANTIDS SUAVENESS SEVERED, SAVES DESERVED FROM OFF HAND.  
(the right hand of Orion is Betelguese) NOSTRADAMUS’ BRIDGE INFORMERS FATHOM ALL, UNDERSTAND LIVING FERTILE GREEN 
FRAGILE GARDEN ENDANGERED FROM FERVENT EVIL BEHEADERS, BELIEVE BRAVE DEATH BED HATE, ANGER IS ENVIED GRAVE  
THESE ARE ALLAH’S INTERBRED SMUG BIGOTTED SATANS MURDERERS UUHO’S ‘REVENGE’ DISTURBS, REMOVES MODERN TRENDIES, 
INDEBTED TO GEM’S FREEDOM. ARE INTRA-BEDDED FEVEROUS REFINED GERMS: ELITE GREED, DRONES SENT OVER UNDER-DOG SERF  
o BRIDGE INFORMERS : working on the principle I am not the only one informing about stargates from Nostradamus & Da Vinci.  

 
1 27 4 a) Trouue moura:  
UUM (prince William) UUORE TUMOR TOUUER RUMOR MORE UUAR, ERA UUORM OUT MA. RUE UUARM UUET OUTER ROUTE  
OUR UR EA RA, OAR ROUUER, ARM TOO, UUE OUUE ORME ARROUU UUOOMERA TO ROAM EMU UUROTE TRUE MARE TOME  
UUAR UUORE OUT ROME, E.U. ARMOUR ATOM ROTOR, UUERE ROOM (jump room OUR MUTE TRAM) ROUU.argument  
***MARU AUM RATE MOOT ERRATUM (pointless error) answers my question The same sine which opens Imaru Maru at Peru??  
o TUMOR TOUUER one of the consequences of the G.W.E.N. towers  

http://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%206.8


o UUOOMERA TO ROAM EMU UUROTE TRUE MARE horses TOME saying the conclusions regarding the White, Red, Black and 
Ashen horsemen of Revelation are correct, even though only the Ashen has been investigated so far  
o ATOM ROTOR not sure what an ‘atom rotor’ is, unless it is that which beams one up, since the rest of the line is 
about mute (silent) jump rooms as a form of transport (tram) and arguments about them.  
 

Please click here for Why Jesus Christ cannot be the Messiah 
and go to the MESSSSSIAH pdf forum 

“The Ebens set us in motion genetically and are watching us grow, 
like ‘watching children grow’ is the way it's been described to me.  

One of the Ebens said, ‘We made you. We put you here.  
But you have to live it.’”   - Military Insider 

Return to Part 1  
September 16, 2007  Albuquerque, New Mexico - The government insiders I am calling "Sherman" also 
described seeing 3-dimensional, moving images of Jesus Christ in the Yellow Book. Further, the Ebens 
allegedly communicated "there really is a devil." I asked Sherman, "What role do you think Christ has 
played in all of this if it's true that the Ebens had a connection to His birth on this planet and are 
somehow involved with the recycling of souls?" 
 

6 10 3 Rouges & jaunes leur embleront les leurs, 
JEALOUS BLUE-GREEN ENSURES REEL-REEL hologram JESUS MUSTER ROLL. GENERAL most

 U.N. SLUMBROUS 
asleep/unknowing 
the ''blue-green'' Osiris is due in Fifteen in other lines 

  
11th Century frescoe. ''Saucer at the Tomb of Jesus''.  Vaticano Roma museo ''Beam me up'' 

not really 11th century but 1st Century 
o 6 71 3 Celuy qui moins le.  viendra lamenters (in Qubits forum) 
o MEAD'S NAME 

(Parks, Simon Parkes) MENTIONS EVIL MENDACIOUS ILLUSION VISION
 shape shifter LIONISM.See 'Jesus' in Last Supper  

MEAD NAMES IN MEDITERRANEAN CLUE UNIQUE QUEENS MENTAL
thinking 

ALDERAMIN,
/Cepheus King of kings

 J-RODLII52    

 CEMENTS-CONCRETE CONQUEST MATURE UNIONS MYSTERY
SAME AS MEAD’S NAME =   NUMERATES  UNAMERICAN  MANTIS ALDERMAN PARKES

 = Simon Parkes

MEANT forum  ALARMED ARM
/Cepheus Seraphim

.   EERILY IN  “Babel to Rome” pathway of false meteors  YULE
 “OMISSION ILLUSIVE YESUS YEARS” refers to the "i" & "y" prefix changed to a “1”.  

which needs to be rectified by having the calendars repaired ~ see pdf forum FIX THE CALENDARS  

DEFINE  apostate: one who renounces religious or political beliefs. Thus the 12 "apostles" were rebelling against 
the politics of the times, led by Jesus-Immanuel. In exactly the same manner [the original] David Icke was doing 
 

7 36 3 The anointed of Trebizond, countering three hundred (324 years)               Allan Webber's Template 

8:84:3 EQUALS QUINCE END U.E.TRIAL. EQUALS ACQUIRE UNITES JESUS INQUEST ENQUIRIES QUIETENS 
INTERRACIAL UUAR RAJ DRAUUN. RE-ACQUIRE CENTURIES THREE 

 CARRIED  TERCENTENARIES CIRCA  QUAI  
 

3 20 1 i555 publication Par les contrees du grand fleuue Bethique by plucking out the letters I,C,Q,E the remainder letters tell us: 
PUREHEARTED  SAGE TENDER GENTLE PITUITE  ICKE BLUDGEONED, PUT DOUUN, THREATENED REPTILE AGENDA 
UUILL BE LATER ONE: NON-SPLUTTERER ICKE: UURONGFUL  ULTRA-POUUERFUL  RAPTUROUS BLEEDER UUALK-IN 
CONSEQUENCE IS  DEATHBED DESERT  EARTH, ARES GREENNESS RENEGADES HATE. HENCE THOU TREES DEFOLIATE 
UUONDERFUL CHE-RUB ICON  DUUARFES'  UURATHFULNESS ON THIS.  UURESTLER CHANGES DEBUNKERS THOUGHT 
GREAT-NEPHEUU ANU-PAUUN  NINURTA IS  SUPER-CANE UUEATHER HUCKSTER,  LARGE  UURECK-AGE  DESTROYER 
o PITUITE  ICKE the original with the little spitting defect some older people get 
o NON-SPLUTTERER ICKE the one without the pituite is the copied walk-in 
o ICON – a pun on Jesus, since we were told that the real Icke is-was a Jesus Soul 

this means that Icke is-was trying to warn all of us in the same way Jesus did, using the same methods 

http://www.bibleorigins.net/WhyJesusChristCannotbetheMessiah.html
http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=1310&category=Real+X-Files
Lou
Sticky Note
EMU = Australian



o as a noun this refers to the Hreidmar dwarves with the Elohim Alliances but when I began UUONDERFUL ICON DUUARFES' 
at this point this morning, those words gave an entirely different pun meaning.   The E. A. are the ICON, that which gave us 
the real Yeshua.      Recall  that everything The E.A.  do to give us good assistance is copied, and charade-parodied by EnLil 
the WRATHFUL one  to fool us, thus the Wonderful Icon Dwarfs YHWH – makes him small and insignificant.

o  UURESTLER CHANGES DEBUNKERS THOUGHT Jesse Ventura's name is actually in this line. I was beginning to think he was passe
o  ANU-PAUUN  NINURTA even his own people use him – recall he had been locked in a tomb at Saqqara, escaped "half-mad"? PAIRS:   
 

1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conjoint,  
LONESOME PARCS JOINS INDEX, TELLS:  LIONESS DEMON IN U.N. LIE. DO EXOTIC MODELLED TOXIC ILL, INJECT R.O. CONDEMNED
NOXIOUS: PARCS SOLID correct JUNCTION joining LIONESS, E greys, S.S, OLD OANNES, NEXT DOMINION JUICELESS fruitless. No DNA 
LONDONER EXCELS: EXPLAINED JUICIEST COMPLEXIONS SAD INJUSTICE MOD CONS. this last   INDICATION IS JESUS SOUL COMPLEX 

is the David Icke clue – accused of saying he was Jesus (easily done, being accused) but could be saying here that he really is 
 

 

YEARS. 62. MONTHS 6. DAYS 17 these numbers will be code 6:17 could also be June 17 and 62 could be 6:2  
AS, VIVID ONES (tuna coloured Andromedans) EXAMINE LIONESS Leo Minor IN MIXED INVASIVE INSANE EVIL SIX DIVISION (of the 
second coming, the unholy six) INDEX IN VILE SEXISM VISION, patriarchal EXAMINE ALIEN DEVIL’S INVALID NOMINAL LOAN IN SIX: 
LIES about  SON. Jesus. IS LINES SIX: ONE. SIX: NOISE, VII NONE silence  
seals & trumpets: complete silence, maybe because everyone is deaf  
o INVALID NOMINAL LOAN speaks about the invalid clause for ‘trade in men’ nominated in the word 2014, which was not 2014 
because it was ƚ690, altered using time gates by the very “alien devil”.  
o INDEX IN VILE SEXISM VISION = sharia ‘law’, therefore Islam.  

o IS LINES SIX: ONE. QUATREIN 6:1 appears herein (Da Vinci Does Meet Nostradamus Part Two) 

o Even in the Second Coming of the Mazzaroth (Miss Frances Rolleston) it is stated that Cassiopeia and Argo are “mixed” in the “six”. So 
that would be the “insane four” and two of the Elohim as the “unholy six”  
 

 ;continues nelle quali essi non mangiano carne ne' lor conventi always means those creatures found in Da Vinci art  LEMON ART 

IOUR IGNORANCE IN LIONESS (LEO MINOR) KALI VENERATION KEEN ON COITAL ANAL CANAL NONSENSE CONQUERS, 
CONNIVES TREASON, IS UNRELENTING SORCERESS ENSLAVING VIA LARGE CRANIAL NON-CANONICAL [RANK SMELL] 
UNCLEAN GNOMELIKE TRAVELLERS ; ANOINT USING CATTLE MUTILATION. IS NATIONAL SOMNOLENCE SNEAKING 
MALEVOLENCE  LEMON ART MAN-LIKE LIONNESS/Jesus in Euchariste  IS  NOT CONVENTIONAL  GALLANT  EVANGELICAL 
ELITE ‘ELEVEN’ CRIMINALS MALIGNANT CERN CONKS OUT, CONVULSION, OCCASIONS MARGINAL MAINTENANCE LACK  
ELOQUENCE GENTLEMEN ANIMAL LOVERS SOULS, SLATES: COOL ANTENNA (HAARP)  ELO’IM, KING ANGELS ‘MARVEL’
IRON URRI’ CAUSES ‘CANES GALES, ICE AGE INCLEMENCE, VIA CAVERNOUS ROMAN VOLCANOES NG/Scorpio, from Oct 22  

TELLINGER (VALOUR) ANNOUNCES ALLUSION TO U.N./AMERICAN UNSOCIAL OANNES. AS MONSANTO ET ALIA 
ONEROUS CREMO SLOVENIA LINK INSOLENT VILLAINS AIM ANOMALOUS VESSEL Earth MALAISE LUNACIES  
o CREMO SLOVENIA LINK not really sure what or who that would be, someone very ancient since Cremo has been the 
first to nominate humans as millions of years in existence, could be the third people of ANTEchrist of Nostradamus  
 

from Da Vinci:    to themselves submitting were ‘paving the way’.   a sé sottoposta strada collocate erano.
       This English is in context with the former line... Being able to/ enabling to keep the wrong, and that remarkably! 
      "Keeping the wrong" here refers to the love of the money system. So ingrained in all of us we are unable to think or      
       imagine a life without it. Thus we are all "bound" to crooked banker-thieves, making witless servants of ourselves. 
       Exactly the constant warning from David Icke people and even Jesus himself, not forgetting the likes of these texts. 
1. ASE'  SACROSANCT CREATORS   COLLATE  STAR  ART  RACES, (Living Libraries)   
2. STARS CATARACT  flow  COLOSSAL  SPAN  CONTORTED: LOAD 
3. Capricorn which spans two years 
SOLO ORATOR  COLLATOR  TELLS  DATA  ALERT:   
ASE  LETS  LOOSE  COLD,  COOLS  CASTLES  TO  CASTRATE  SATAN-TOAD   

the word "castle" is alkhemye for stargate & includes the Vatican, where dragon types from Bufo/toad reside 
the cold is also "let loose" because of "increased sunniness" 

PAST  SCROTAL/patriarchal  CAPTOR  abductions  DRACO/dragon  STELLA  CORPORATE  CONTRACT  RAPTOR - 
SARAN from Sarru ACCORD /treaty/contract  PASSES  COAST TO  COAST  
4. ANTENNAE COST POOR PROLE: ARES  TOAST 
5. Libra from Sept 21 in this case 

Chani said to store watermelons and black sunflower seeds.  
The water from watermelons is radioactive-free and sunflowers provide oil and flour 

 

1:82:4 Trembler Vienne & le pais d’Auftriche that Vienna and the land of Austria will tremble. Allan Webber Template 

 
false Jesus,see no halo

 INTERVENE EUCHARIST AT [dinner] PLATES: SEE RICH HERETIC CHRIST ETHNIC.
OF THREE (third peoples) OF ANTE-CHRIST RICHEST 

(the elite)
 

METER/measure-judge as HERMETIC SATURDAYS DAY BELIEVER (Jewish= YHWH)  IS ISTARU/Sirius SATAN. 

10 75  1 where the Template has the word  JAUNTIER twice, so had to re work the word 

JAUNTIER = TRUE URANITE   A   JET DJIN UNITE  JAIN-RAJ  JUNTA,  INJURE  AT URIAN,.  IRE   

RADIANT ISTAR JESUS URANITE  SATAN  JUNTA  INVADE,  MEAN  TRUE  DJINN  VENDETTAS   JAN. 1  RAT, 2020 

 JAIN-RAJ = Aryan fallen angels of India, JET = black. URIAN = Hittite. Saying the Hittite to Harappa area is going to be nuked 
again with the word  JET  meaning the M.D. (Medusine Device) Ebonics as a Directe Energy Weapon. Where we have seen 
various gemstones producing such things as laser (green/emerald) maser (red/ruby) and sasar (using magnetic stone) 



the ebonics comes from using obsidian or a black stone like it  (onyx) and we see this in an occasional cartouche, where 
the plinth is jet black.  One wonders if the fourth black pyre-amid had an energy like this.   Then there  is also the matter of 

 another pyre-amid near by Abu Roash which shows blackened signs of an explosion or implosion  –  and somehow dating 
that event to ca 12,000 years ago. You can do your own quest with this.                                                                                                        

 So all in all this line pairs all those others with the INDO-PAKI nuclear event warnings. A few but not all appear here:
 

1 3 4 Lors blancs & rouges jugeront a l'envers. i562 edition  
STRESS BLACK CUBE ALA.LU GANG LOVELESS NASAL ORGAN SNORTER= BROUUN-STAR SONS' STRANGER JESUS 
JOURNALS CONTROL-GOVERN IGNORANT LOSERS  
BROUUN STAR SONS SEND SUN LASER JET  
LARGER VOLCANOES BURN SUBURBAN ENSURES JOBLESS IN  

 which is also  Dec 22-Jan 3 APPLE date
o BROUUN STAR SONS = the Anakim from Nibiru a planet of the dwarf brown star Nemesis, those who run the 
D.O.D. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM  
where "D.O.D." is a euphemism for the Industrial Military Media Intelligence Corp. run by off worlders - "BROUUN 
STARS SONS" 
 

JESUS = saviour CHRISTOS = anointed one,           which is how some grays feed, via their skin 

 
1 75  1 Le tyran Siene accupera Sauone, and see 1 67 4 on pg 9 

USA ~ SUPER RAY  SYRIAN INNOCENCE 
USA  - ARE ACE EUROPEAN’S  NUISANCE   
LEO UP TENURE,  RUE POLE TUNE 
COP ICE N.N.E AREA 
RUE A NET Zeta Reticuli,  LEO UP 

 LEO, UNPURE E.T. IS NICENE COP    
so it was the Leonine’s edited the bible, an obsolete name for Leo was “the Carpenter/Norma” yet we 
know that Jesus was a stone mason, since all the trees of Lebanon had been taken by Herod. 
ICON PENSE,  EYE AU NATUREL SASAR  
Icon: Elohim, think to use sasar  d.e.f. 

YEAR PENRE NUISANCE’S  CUTE AEROPLANE (drones, 2013 onwards] 
 

pairs        6 30 4 Pres de Braban marcheront ceux de Lieges Near Brabant will march those of Liges   

 SACRED CAPABLE SERENE BIREO ACCORD EXCHANGE EASTERN PUTIN:  ENHANCED  EXAMPLE, 
 ABLE PUNCH OUT EXTREME G.M.O.  DANGERS 

brabantlieges GABBLER INSANE BEAR-BELT  BEAST "SAINT" IS REAL, BLASTING ATEN STABBER IN ETNA, NASTIER TRAINS IN BEER 
RABBLE! GET ABLE BRAINS! BEST STARGATE  ALGEBRA TABLE  BITS logarithm LEG, SAGE,  RING BEINGS BEGIN BEANpulse BIBLE SATAN 

READS PRINTER PRINTED ABLE-GRAIN G.M.O BLUNDERS.  IN SIXTEEN HELEN MEAD   RE-ARRANGES AGES CHAPTERS 
READ: SHE PRINTS GLIB AGE BLUNDERS.  IS RARE TIMES, MACABRE EXPENSE  “GOTHIC CALENDAR AGE BREACHED”. 

o years here j662 & j625 Year of our Lord Jesus. Here the capital ‘I’ for Immanuel is not a one The capitalized ‘i’ with a bar through it is to indicate – 
so easy to mistake it for the numeral 1, and many lay monks transcribing were simply illiterate copiests, since the words were meant to be read  
Why do the ‘experts’ on the antiques roadshow not see this right in their faces ? ?                RE-ARRANGES AGES see Millwheel Of The Ages
ANSWER : because they are not the experts they think they are ? or they do not want to ‘rock the boat’ ?  

BLUNDERS = the year prefix IS RARE MACABRE the “trade in children” clause EXPENSE cost, rare and high cost  
RUSSIA PUTIN (EXCISED CASSETTE CASSIOPEIA CARDS BUST) quite so, found amongst the REDACTIUE IN EUCHARISTE ...  
CUBE CHE-RUBS PHASE ENHANCED ALEX COLLIER, DEPENDENT SUPER PURE ANDROMEDA COUNCIL CHARMERS  
DIM LEGEND SOBER SUPERB GREEN E’A, PARCS BLURB EXUBERENCE HINDER, EXACERBATED ELITE ARAB DEMON/ Alla-Lu,  
SECOND SATAN SIR, Marduk, first one is Allah.Lu Lucifer EARTH BUNGLER RIB‟S ENLIL CRUX cross/Vatican PRIMES EXCEED GREED,  

GRAIL grayle (Maitre) of Phil Schneider GREMLIN EXCEL GERMS UP INBREED  
POMMIE BRITS ELECT BREXIT - EXIT E.U., CHASTENED ELITE DEGRADERS ENSNARED –  
CAUSE PROBLEMS SECRET SORCERER  
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/britain-votes-to-leave-eu-cameron-to-resign-markets-rocked/ar-AAhvpYk   

  

 
and there is that 
damned  hand 
gesture shown in 
many illustrations 
which include those 
of the horned  entity 
we sometimes call 
Satan or the Devil. 
Is that the all seeing 
eye on the book? 
Who is imitating 
whom? 

 
4 72 4 
OSIRIC MARS SCIRON 
(thief) 
IRIS SEMINARIST  
SANITISED AS PIMP 
SAINTS pairs  
7 19 4 
SANITISED NATAL 
DIANES/Orion  
ACTINIDES IN TRADES 
AS  SAINTS  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/britain-votes-to-leave-eu-cameron-to-resign-markets-rocked/ar-AAhvpYk


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/isis-terrorists-hidden-in-u-s-backed-al-rukban-in-southern-syria/ 

9 67 1  Du hault des montz   a` l'entour de Lizer, 

in DERO COLLECTION Part One 
o ANU DOZEN the Anakim do everthing in blocks of twelve. This includes the zoödiacs,  the disciples of Jesus, the 

months and anything which appears nominated by twelve or its representative such as 60. This was why Yah 
supplied TEN Commandments so we would have the proof that Enlil/YHWH had edited the bible on this 
matter. You will also see crop circles which appear with something in the form of  ‘‘seven of’’ or ‘‘five of’’ - 
these come from Yah (En.Ki.) Sometimes I wonder if this is related to the six fingers of the Anakim giants. 

o ROTUND EARTH it is almost as if They are aware of the idiot memes repeated regarding a flat Earth – no one who 
had ever travelled using Concorde over its thirty year history said  ‘‘oh by the way, our planet is flat’’. 

o RENTED HALL the Last Supper ENDOTHELIUM outside skin/shape shifter LIONHEART was Jesus in the painting, 
but seems to mean not the real Jesus but those from Carpenter constellation (now called Set Square) but included 
Chertan from where come the reptilian « managers of all » 

11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,  
LEO JOEL E.T. TILTS  SUN; ILL JETS ATENasteroidODIUM ETNA OS,    (Os is 'bones' is in Capricorn, Yule as it turns out) 
JOLT TO ELLIS ISLE SILT MUD TONE, ROTATE Earth ILLS I Yew tree date is the week of October 31 and the eve of the 
solstice at Yule, being December 19-26th (in Os) these days. Could be “tilts at sun” or tilts the Earth. This meteorite affects the 
Mediterranean to New York, so it must be the “Isle de France” one. Interesting to note that Etna did erupt Dec 26 2014  
JESUS ALIEN LOUT ATE  IN ADRENAL (kidneys means in Libra) but also means the ‘’tainted meat’’ of halal killing.  
(the shape shifter Jesus which appears in the Last Supper) maybe that is meant to be a double pun too "last supper" 
LONELIER ANU'S OLD SATAN IS ILL-NATURED AN ALLA.LU of the JAILED TUNE; both in the Bible''put in irons'' (iron 
means Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki ELATUS proud JU Jew TRUE DEMON SATAN JEERED TO MULTI-SOLUTION  
USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUST SLANDEROUS SEASON TIMER ~ INSANE LIE. USED IULE  Yule AT  JULI...   ( July  ) 
He who added 324 years to our calendar (season timer) in 676AD so that 676 became 1000 A.D,  then 1690 would be 
called 2014 ~ noting all of these dates are a 'year of the horse'.  
Even 324 is divided by 12  by  27 times. If that means anything. Twelve is the base number the Anakim depend upon. 
The F.D.R.  "Treaty IX" which was ratified Nov 8 2014 includes the clause "trade in men 2014" – when 2014 was really i690 
JOEL E.T. in other lines "spreads cholera" – these would be the Zeta45 greys which 'work for' the Anakim (Igigi?)

pairs 4:47:2, 4 26 3 and Presage 13 i555 Nouembre. One gets the feeling they did not want this information missed!  
SACRED COSMIC   notice "cosmic" is used by Russians;  as in Cosmonaut 

Da Vinci : brieve modo che trovar si possa (the word ‘sound’ had appeared in the previous sentence as ‘’percussion’’)  
                      English : being short [sound/sonic] procedure so one can discover that ability ...  as in short sound waves 
SACRED COSMIC  Russian  CUBE BRAINS HERO CHOOSES BRAVE COBRA/Putin

(Capricorn/ Dec 22 – Jan 21.video    Dec 26 2012 Two Golden Cubes over Russia 

 

https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/human-rights/isis-terrorists-hidden-in-u-s-backed-al-rukban-in-southern-syria/
Lou
Sticky Note
short sound waves is micro waves. So saying that no one understands the 5g etc paradigm of genocide



from 7 24 TombeauBarbeauLorraineMarquisPont  
BROUUN STAR NEUU PLANET TRIBE IS REMARKABLE SUPER MILITARIES ABOMINATION  
BROUUN STAR NEUU SARRU PLANET ANIMAL-MAN TRIBE IS REMARKABLE SUPER ABOMINATION IN BIBLICAL 

1 3 4 Lors blancs & rouges jugeront a l'envers. i562 edition 
STRESS BLACK CUBE ALA.LU GANG LOVELESS NASAL ORGAN SNORTER= BROUUN-STAR SONS' STRANGER JESUS JOURNALS 
CONTROL-GOVERN IGNORANT LOSERS  
BROUUN STAR SONS SEND SUN LASER JET LARGER VOLCANOES BURN SUBURBAN ENSURES JOBLESS IN  

 which is also  Dec 22-Jan 3 APPLE date/Yule
o BROUUN STAR SONS = the Anakim from Nibiru a planet of the dwarf brown star Nemesis, those who run the D.O.D. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM  
where "D.O.D." is a euphemism for the Industrial Military Media Intelligence Corp. run by off worlders - "BROUUN STARS SONS" 
 

1 84 2 Son frere passe de couleur ferrugine: His/its brother  to the moon is obscured in deep gloom, 
EDESSA PASSED RULE CODE PREFER FORSEEN SON/Jesus ERR REUSING D.E.F. INFERNOS....  
EDDUR’S AISE CEDES; LOUUERS GENIUS FLOUUER  (stage gate usage)  
 

have already shown this in the pdf forums in the Hidden Texts simply because they raised the subject of TENTACLED 
Craft (sharing the occupants' DNA) 
for me, this is also partial evidence that there were two of the Jesus - one who "was a carpenter" and the other who 
Immanuel Iscariot (who was a stone mason.  
One Jesus FROM Carpenter constellation 
See how the Copiests work? 

 
 

Many people are beginning to parrot phrases which they purport to indicate “Lucifer is just misunderstood”. 
These texts describe this entity as “NECROTIC BI-NOMIAL” saying death-like with two names. There is a pdf forum 
miss-titled ALA.LU, SATAN and should have been called ALA-LU, LUCIFER. RECALL what the Jesus prophet said: 
“by their actions you will know them”? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mM
Lou
Sticky Note
radio waves such as 5G

Lou
Sticky Note
Messsssiah



 
Interesting that all the people at the Last Supper turn into something else when cut, mirrored and rejoined – all 
except Nostradamus who remains himself 

JESUS  WAS A SHAPE SHIFTER 
[February, 2014 - 21:22  aprilholloway 
... in March last year when reports flooded the headlines about a newly deciphered Egyptian text, dating back almost 1,200 years, 

which controversially described Jesus as having the ability to change shape. But just as quickly as the story made its way through 

major news sites around the world, it disappeared and has hardly been mentioned since. Why has the study and research surroun-

ding this text faded into oblivion? Why has there been virtually no scholarly debate on the subject? 

Written in the Coptic language, the ancient text written in the name of St. Cyril of Jerusalem, a distinguished theologian who lived 

during the fourth century, tells part of the crucifixion story of Jesus with apocryphal plot twists, some of which have never been 

seen before.  They have been revealed thanks to a translation carried out by Roelof Van den Broek of Ultrecht University in the 

Netherlands, and published in the book ‘Pseudo-Cyril of Jerusalem On the Life and the Passion of Christ: A Coptic Apocryphon’. 

The ancient text explains why Judas used a kiss, specifically, to betray Jesus.  According to the canonical bible, the apostle Judas 

betrays Jesus in exchange for money by using a kiss to identify him leading to Jesus' arrest. This apocryphal tale explains that the 

reason Judas used a kiss, specifically, is because Jesus had the ability to change shape. 

Then the Jews said to Judas: How shall we arrest him [Jesus], for he does not have a single shape but his appearance changes. 

Sometimes he is ruddy, sometimes he is white, sometimes he is red, sometimes he is wheat coloured, sometimes he is pallid like 

ascetics, sometimes he is a youth, sometimes an old man ... 

This leads Judas to suggest using a kiss as a means to identify him. If Judas had given the arresters a description of Jesus he could have 

changed shape. By kissing Jesus Judas tells the people exactly who he is. 

This understanding of Judas' kiss goes way back.  According to Van den Broek, the explanation of Judas’ kiss is first found in 
Origen, a theologian who lived 185-254 AD. In his work, Contra Celsum, the ancient writer, stated that "to those who saw him 
[Jesus] he did not appear alike to all." 
 

 

SOMEONE on fb castigated me yesterday (Oct. 29 2018)  for spreading fear and hurting people’s feelings regard-

ing a false Jesus who shape shifted. I forgot to point out to this person that there are passages in the Bible doing 

the same thing!, and that Da Vinci thought we should gnow.  But my basic answer was that people should know 

so they can be forewarned relating to the truth about Copiests who/which did not begin with the Jesus we read 

about and have not ended there either, but are still and continually copying people in order to mislead the folk.  

The reason people should know this right now is important, simply because by believing in the Jesus/savior they 

think they know, will incur a judgement of beheading by those who read the Koran and understand that the Jesus 

person in their Koran was only a prophet in the same way many men have been. These Koran readers believe that 

so called Christians think their Jesus is above Allah. This thought process is a death sentence – for both parties. 

ALL OF THIS is simply politics of control over demographics of population beginning with Yeshua/Immanuel 

overthrowing the usurer/banksters in the Temple, and ending with dividing and pre-occupying of humanity. 

 

 

http://www.ancient-origins.net/users/aprilholloway


 
5 Bible verses that confirm Jesus was a shape shifter:  

 

On a previous page we have seen the well 

lit right hand half of the Euchariste and 

who it disclosed. Taking the darkened left 
hand (sinister) side of the painting gave us 

this. With the portals all difficult to see. 
So we had; EnKi central to the enlightened  

portion and here we have Marduk, with 
his broken halo;  central to the darkened 

part of The Last Supper artificially lit up. 

The Apostles seen here do not seem the 

types to take home to meet daddy. The  

one on the left [sinister] outer edge 

fondling a lemon becomes Ala-Lu/Lucifer. 

It is night time outside thru the window. 
1 41 2b) non loing de mer conflict. 
WETOLD OF INCOMING CERN FELON 

NECROTIC ONE FONDLING LEMON 

(BI-NOMIAL ALLAH-LU ART BARBARIAN 
FONDLING LEMON) Allah Lu-Lucifer 

 
By April Holloway 

References 

Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient Egyptian Text – LiveScience 

Pseudo-Cyril of Jerusalem On the Life and the Passion of Christ – by Roelof van den Broek 

Treasures from the Vault – the Morgan Library 

Guest Post: Roelof van den Broek – Pseudo-Cyril of Jerusalem, On the Life and the Passion of Christ 

Who Cepheus “King of kings” refers to.  
We are warned  in the Template computerized by Allan Webber (and provided by Chani) to go and read the Mazzaroth, the 
“Bible Tables” of  5 83 4 Quant le plus grand à table lira Bible. While reading in the greatest Bible tables Mazzaroth-Mizraim Frances Rolleston 
which tell us Cepheus is “King of kings”.       Nicely confusing the public to believe it being  Jesus who was “king of kings”. 
Many times the Hidden Texts told us that those within the Black Knight/Knave have been physically interrupting the best -
laid plans of the “ruling hybrid off world elite”, thus acting against ‘free will’.  Recall the Mars jump room base  Oct 2014 being 
sasared, preventing the elite from walking away from one of their agendas (blowing up Yellowstone).  There are others in 
the Elo’im Alliances who do the same, such as the Procyon (physically destroying underground bases) and the Tau Cetians 
in their more subtle modus operandi of tweaking  human thought.*     We occasionally hear of the Dahl improving  memory 
(such as myself) along with those from Lyra (neutralizing nuclear warheads) and the little bluish gray of Scheat in the ‘Leg’ 
of  Pegasus.† One might say operating in a more  creative way  to influence ‘free will’ – our  best example being Mr. Putin. 

* Find the “Interview with William” article at earthfiles.com   † one of whome stayed with Whitley Strieber for a week, in his book “Breakthrough” 

 

https://plus.google.com/111732353779175483777/posts
http://www.livescience.com/27840-shape-shifting-jesus-ancient-text.html
http://books.google.com.au/books?id=343TrN9KehcC&printsec=frontcover&dq=Pseudo-Cyril+of+Jerusalem+on+the+Life+and+the+passion+pilate&hl=en&sa=X&ei=8uBDUeeIHIGhqgGb0IDwAg&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Pseudo-Cyril%20of%20Jerusalem%20on%20the%20Life%20and%20the%20passion%20pilate&f=false
http://www.themorgan.org/exhibitions/exhibition.asp?id=74
http://alinsuciu.com/2012/10/12/guest-post-roelof-van-den-broek-pseudo-cyril-of-jerusalem-on-the-life-and-the-passion-of-christ/


Thy findus inri = thou findeth Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum. Thou find here Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.  Now, isn’t that 
interesting!    If the word beginning with “emp” is “empire” – what is the warning? That Jesus can be found invented by empire! 
Showing the papal mitre of the Vatican,  and the entity blessing the winged Draco, the word ‘empire’ is highly likely. The ‘book’ 
in hand is the Living Library, noting it is black in the earlier version and white in the latter (which makes me think the latter is 
not an original version). Particularly as the title heading found in one image is absent in the latter.  The book could also be a bible. 

102 1564 Octobre.    go to ANTENNAE Continues 
La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules, 

De sept . toux distillante nuire : Grands cinq

Pluye si longue. à non mort tournent bulles, 
Le Grand mourir, qui trestous faisoit luire. 

Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules burn,                   pathogens in chemtrails 

From September. phlegmy cough  shall wrack.   orbs neutralizing virus [great] five

So long a rain. blisters bullies non fatal turn, 
The Lord shall die, who shone on all alack!                              (Ala.Lu-Lucifer/Jesus)meaning 

The Lord shall die, who shone [Illuminati] alack on all! 
1 3 4 Lors blancs &  rouges jugeront a l'envers.  i562 edition 

STRESS BLACK CUBE  ALA.LU GANG LOVELESS NASAL ORGAN SNORTER  BROUUN-STAR SONS' STRANGER  JESUS  JOURNALS  
CONTROL-GOVERN  LOSERS  IGNORANT  (LOST JOBS) .  REJECT LOUU-BROUU, BROUULESS  LARGE-NOSE, CORVUS NICEAN 
CONGRESS UURANGLES CLEVER BIBLICAL JARGON. OBJECT TO  KORÉ GRAVEN  CROONER  VATIC  JEUUS (GOY SCORNERS) 
BROUUN STAR SONS  SEND SUN  JET  LARGER VOLCANOES  BURN  SUBURBAN  ENSURES  JOBLESS  IN  Dec 22-Jan 3 
o NASAL ORGAN SNORTER  we have seen in previous forums how hubred fallen angels/ nephilim often have sonic frequency 

defense in their sinus and can use it to implode a person and to disappear from view 
o STRANGER  JESUS stranger here as in 'stranger danger' – the alien invented shape shifted Jesus  JOURNALS = the bible 
o  LOSERS  IGNORANT  (LOST JOBS)  working serfs ignorant they do not really need jobs, that by forming cohesive 

communities they can thrive quite well…the word UBUNTU is also in this quatrain line 
o LARGE-NOSE, the Semitic grayles from Altair-Aquila-Hanix CORVUS /crow constellation NICEAN CONGRESS the Nicean 

Council which edited and compiled what we call the bible today – or rather – what King James called the bible 
o OBJECT TO  KORÉ GRAVEN  the word Koré refers to time gate prophecy & the word GRAVEN means written in stone thus 

saying YOU OBJECT TO THE BOOK OF REVELATION. It is, by now, unreliable, due to time lines being changed by 'elite' 
o VATIC  JEUUS  the word 'vatic' simply means 'secret' and it would bode you well to research The Vatic Protocol 
o BROUUN STAR SONS = the Anakim from Nibiru a planet of the dwarf brown star Nemesis 
o SEND SUN  JET  currently (the last week in Oct. 2017) there happens to be a proposed  "solar flare" "drill" 

from FRANCISCO BERARDO: Margin of Letter #41  
READ: FAIR SACRED SO CAN RECORD CODES FOR RIDDANCE OF:  

SCAR FACED RIB4 OANNES, ORION R/Draco CRANE/Grus chameleon FACE first 10 days,  
D of Oak tree date = June 10 – July 7 Gemini  
CONCORD ODOR BEARS5/Ursa CRAB’S6 FANCIER DRAB CORNERorbit ARAB  ICONAllah  
D’OR (Ormus) FIASCO FARCES ACCORD  
BRIEF ARSON IRON7 SCARE, FAIR COBRA (Putin means Cobra) CARES  SCORN CAR RAN 
OFF  S.S. C.D. DRONES  
SARDONIC ROB: FOOD gmo, SCARCER  BRAINS, ARES genocide  
ACCORD FIBRES/chemtrails.MorgellonsDRAB COFFINSFEMA NOR BARBARIAN

AskheNazi.banksters 

SCOFF OFF RARE ARAB CONCORD (Ala-Lu/Lucifer) 
Alla.Lu alliances, Marduk, Ninurta  

 FARCES ACCORD = false flags 
FORCE FAR OFF FAIR BRAINS CONCORD/Eloim FOR ACORN8  FINDS COBRAPutin,  
IS CRAB ON’S FORD/stargate BIREO/ beak of Cygnus BIRD’S  ACORN/stargate OFF  
CRABS FIND ROOF9, CRAB SNIFF DOOR9, quite so  
R.O. FORBID CRAB OANNES10 SCAN FRANCE CARER, FABRICS:  
> she who FABRICATES:  weaves the ‘codes record for riddance of’  

CORN EARS, ADORE, OS CAR FACE 
COARSE AN ON CON (NO SORER CAD) SCORNED 

ACORN DOERS ARC FRANCE  
RODE ACORN CASE15, DONORS16 SAD  17  

χ 

also from FRANCISCO BERARDO:   [Washington] D.C. FARSI ARABIC ORDERS S.S. 
DRONES RAN AFRICAN  CREDO [Mutwa] CODER’S  CAR OFF ROAD   & cloned him 

 
AS1,  Ayse of Anton Parcs & Alex Collier 
E.D2. Extra Dimensional 
R.O3. Regency Order of Andromeda Cncl 
RIB4  of Leo = Chertan 
BEARS5/Ursa Major and Minor 
CRAB’S6  Anakim from nearby Cancer 
IRON7  planet SCARE. Urri' 
ACORN8  alkhemye for stage gate 
ROOF9,  over the workplace of collator 
CRAB SNIFF DOOR9,  yes, at workplace, a 
hoofed grey at 3 a.m. 
CRAB OANNES10  shapeshifter of Cancer 
FRANCE CARER = Nostradamus 
CORN =Virgo, ears of corn  
ADORE = in Libra,   
OS = in Capricorn/bones  
CAR= Dec 22 – Jan 1  
OAR11,  of Argo, the nurturing Mantids 
AS, of the Elo'im Alliances  RAN12, LyRan 
ROD13   He-Rod/J-Rod52 
ORDER14,  Elo'im and the Andromedans 
CASE15,  timelines 
DONORS16  volunteers. Da Vinci, the 
Docteur &  others such as the collator 

 RECORDS A SON17  false Jesus

 the English:   looking glass (mirror)  the sun in its body:  dispersing?  (‘C’ = ‘k’ = ‘Q’)  vide lo sole ispecchiarsi nel suo corpo: 

CONCLUSIVE IN IDOL’S CRUEL VISION PROPHECIES: INCISIVE CLUES DIRE OILS/SOILS=APOCALIPSE   VICE
 o translated=Conclusion in Revelation [biblical ‘cruel vision’] cut out [highlight] the clue that oiled soils/chemtrails 

equals one of the four horsemen of the apocalypse [‘vice’ because it will be seen that way for what chemtrails really are, 
when the veil is lifted=apocalypse]. If folk  do nothing about chemtrails the ozone layers will be permanently damaged to the 
point nothing green will grow outside. So you see why I was so disturbed when Dolores Canon stated “chemtrails are only 
your reality” ~ showing her to be a front man for the New World Order paradigm. She may well have been a clone by then 

The interesting detail had been that the question had been placed at her Nostradamus entity. We know otherwise!! 
 o This HORSEMAN VICE then represents starvation for all mammals and insects on Earth. The word ASHEN is in the line too 

COUNSELS PERSONS:  IS ILLUSIVE  RAPTURE (CENSORED) HALLOUUEEN DEVILRIES OVERHEAD DOCILE SILVER COUSIN 
 The SILVER COUSIN would be the LyRan

  CONSCIOUS  DOOR :  SOLVES  SEARCHERS  QUESTS  
o  means a portal, possibly a mental  opening CONSCIOUS  DOOR 

 VIPEROUS INVASIVE SOLDIERS’ (VALUED CORPSES) PERSUAVISE SCIENCES DOPES CERN POLICIES 

READERS’ IESUS SAVIOUR IS 

 



o The key word removed to get this response was “SCIENCES”.    Imagine my surprise when Dolores Canon’s 
name came up - immediately after writing about her! And see what it says about that. She had been naïvely 
channelling an Archon, one of the “faeces/manure”/COPROPHILIA Fallen Angels no less. The Eloim refer to 
“channelling” in these texts as “VOODOO”. The word  COLOSSUS refers either to giants or that they are very 
large. Keeping in mind that Dan Burisch said one of the parties signing the Off World “Treaty” was a “Nordic” 

o READERS’ IESUS SAVIOUR  as these texts have been saying all along, the Jesus-Saviour story is a hoax. The texts 
also tell us that Immanuel (the one given a ‘Jesus’-Savior  title) was real enough. This information is parallel to 

 that received by Laura Knight-Jadczyk. A forum with her links published  Oct. 7. 2017.

taken out of the Casseopean Experiment forum due to size constraint: 
 

 12 #4         ‘enraged without spitting’ = the reptilian 
 Fire, flame, hunger, robber, wild smoke, 
 It will cause to fail, striking hard, destroying faith: 
 Arrow of "Denté" (dards) all Provence sucked up, 

Driven out of the realm, enraged without spitting. (Icke) 
In the David Icke Jesus Soul collection, a strong reference was made to his [the real] small spitting peculiarity: 
 

3 10 3 
 PITTANCE

 small  
PITUITE

 spitting habit old people often get  
PECULIARISM-ICKE CHAFED ONE ITEM = reptilians).    

the habit which is absent in the reptilian Icke-walk-in 
PURE ENDOTHECIUM (Therses flower)  TIME  ARUSPICE

/augur 
  

ONCE
 after

 PACT UPRISE PUERILISM EPIRUS FAMILI AIM FED PICA. 
 

7 13 3 Chaƒƒer ƒordide qui puis ƒera contraire, Chasing sordidness that then will be contrary. (satanism) 
SARCOSINE/self description of Eloim ARUSPICES these texts PRAISES ANCHORETTE-ARCHERESS/Sagittarian PARKS; 

ORDERS HER SEARCH ISUS/Sirius OANNES CURS/dogs IESUS/Jesus SACHS CRASHES CROATIA [Romania]  
SCENARIOS ERRATIC TERRAIN CRUSH/TECTONIC DISORDERS UPRISES DERO CATARRHINES SINUS USERS. 
HORRIFIC FISH-FACED* TRIED HARD-CORE CORRUPTION TO CONQUER PICTURESQUE PARADISE UUITH RICH 

ACIDIC SUFFOCATION, ARID CROPS, UUATER PUTREFIERS; POISONS FIASCO.  

 (ERADICATE FORESKINS): ADORE/October CHARADES UUORK HERETIC PERFIDIES STRUCK  PROFOUND COPIESTS
UUEIRD FAIR-FACED EUNUCHISED HEAP ANTE-CHRIST PERSIST UUICKED OEDIPEIAN PIRATES RAPTURE RIP-OFF  
READ PREDICTION: DUUARFS, HE-ROD HACKERS PANACHE,  REPAIR  CO-EFFICIENT ARCHONS ERECTED DEFICIENT 
o * FISH-FACED  ever seen a "Lionhead" goldfish? The word "fish" refers to their scales too 
o OEDIPEIAN PIRATES: we have just learned that Marduk (SAAMe) is a result from his mother by one of his brothers, & not 

Ea. Marduk is serving a life sentence of proving he can be redeemed, because he falsely stated  he was repentant in court 
(2017/8) but that does not stop his fellow "pirates" from continuing his "work". I do not understand why the Council of Five 
allow him to lie to them. They have cronor visors and would know what Marduk is capable of. The same hearing saw the 
immediate execution of Nannar, on the spot, for "restricting the light".  This was told to me by the Arresting Officer. 

DUUARFS, Hreidmar  HE-ROD HACKERS the two brained autonomous J-Rod (with a gender). 
 

7 15 3 Le tres grand Roy y fera fon entree   The very great King (Arm-Cepheus King of kings) makes its entry,   (part of Armaggedon) 

[be]FORESAY RELETTERS :  LETTER.S LETTER.D LETTER.E LETTER.F   =  S.D.E.F. Directed Sonic Energy Fields/scalar/sasar 

          'saucer' craft  with the radioactive ball energy underneath them* DRAGONRY YONDER  ARE OANNES  RADON DORY
RESONANT  D.E.F. AREFY  using heat GARRETS  bases  GORY   FEAR DANGERS YEAR OF ENTRY.
REASON NONE  NAYSAY  ROYAL STRANGER  IS  GENTRY:  (that would be Valiant Thor) 
LETS  ENTER:  OF ALIEN  SON          pointing out here that at this juncture I was "ordered" to work on the Jesus forum 7 13 3
 SON OF ALIEN = "SON OF MAN" where "man" is Mannuz - Orion 

LEGENDARY FALLEN ANGELS DENY ENLARGED ANTENNAE ARRAY   
EFFORT IN ORNATE-NAG (Libra) REASON NEARLY ARRANGED  RELAY 
SATELLITE ENERGY GRENADES  ARSON  ALL  EASTERN  TREES   
GARROTED  cut off  ADORE/Libra  RAT YEAR  2020, FREES.  seems like the big October event is being done for us 
IS RARE GREAT FRINGE-EDGE STAR FRONT FELONRY  SENT,  
GENERATES  DESERTS  TREND: FROG-EYED ANT ENTERS TENT. 
 I noticed that everywhere the Hopi pointed out  "our ant friends" was a desert area ENTERS TENT = Earth 
READ ONLY ERROR-FREE ARTSY  LONER  LAY 'S  Y-FRONT SAGE   
GENTLE  RA E'YA  GARDENER'S  TEEN-AGE  ANNALS  centuries  AGE: 
 TEEN-AGE here means 2013 to 2019     
 LONER  LAY'S  SAGE: usually SAGE means Nostradamus, who was also in the same art as the Y Front 
 Y-FRONT refers to the faceless one robed in white with a golden Y front that was   disguised in the Last Supper 

GREY DRONES EFFRONTERY  ON ADRENALS  ANALOGY  
FOR TENDER  AGED (children) LENDS RARE ORGAN AGONY 

 GREY DRONES the hive minded greys   
 ADRENALS ANALOGY:  adrenochrome  
 This speaks of 'cattle' mutilated children 

                   jealous of youth EAGER  NEEDLES-DEALERS ENSNARED DENSER  GREEN-EYED  ARE 
LEADERS  DEGENERATE EARLY  AFAR.           "final baby" see 8 96 3 next page TO RESTORE using adrenochrome:  SO 



o DEGENERATE  EARLY  AFAR – a pun, with AFAR meaning Aquarius in Alkhemye (the Age of, here, since we are not yet anywhere 
near the Age of Aquarius  YET  the elite have been fooling us that we have reached it) but also a reference to the warning about the 
"final baby"  in their effort to flee the damage they have caused. If you are wondering why they want us to believe we are in the age 
of Aquarius,  first question how it is that "we" have  progressed in technology  so quickly! Exponential needs a new descriptive word. 

   *'saucer' craft  with the radioactive balls of energy underneath  them, called/produce RADON in the Template 
 

10 75   Long awaited he will not return again = Jesus 
o once again – it does not get any clearer than this! Would someone out there please bring this to the attention of David 

Icke – he who has the drive, temerity, will and the means to disclose what is happening to thousands of children gone 
missing – and this is how and where they go. The clause in Treaty Nine (ratified Nov 8 2014) stated that the exchange 
for technology deal is made with "trade in men" meaning children. We have seen where Da Vinci tells us where these 
children go to and this is ‘sausage casings’.  The problem is this. The year 2014 was NOT 2014. The quickest research 
can show the clerical ‘error’ of the number 1 (millennium) replacing the capital ‘i’ meant to read as a prefix for  ‘‘the 
year of our Lord Jesus’’ (or Immanuel) when Jesus was spelt Iesus.The suffix of A.D. for Anno domini (year of our Lord) 
was added by pope Innocent in league with Constantine VII (or VIII who straddled the 1,000A.D. calendar) when they 
together made a public Edict that July "i"676  will become 1,000A.D.  To add the A.D. meant removing the prefix "i" so 
this seems to me to be no ‘clerical’ error, but done culpably, in collusion, between the Empire of Byzantium and Rome.  

One can see the reasoning  that the ‘Lord’ mentioned (YHWH/Enlil) would not want to be usurped by a mere prophet (Jesus) 

Now that we have become aware of Enlil/YHWH (the wrathful and jealous  one) and Allah-Lu (who arranged for the pedo-
phile Muhammed/Mahomet to be the prophet for Islam) and the Koran which states that Jesus was a prophet.  Full stop. 
We can see how such egoes have manipulated the belief [religion] of entire nations in order to control them. Enlil hates us. 
In these texts there has been no mention that Enlil has colluded with the reptilians of either Sarru or Draco to organize the 
menu to include human children inside sausages, having been "torn asunder" to vampirize their juvenile blood.  Probably 
not a good idea to second guess the reasoning of Enlil/YHWH, yet having been denied our extinction during the Great flood  
it is easy to see the thought of robbing us of our children in a heinous manner  would satisfy his idea of revenge, both against 
us and against his brother EnKi who arranged the salvage of ‘the seeds of all animals’ in the laboratory which was the Ark.  
These texts do, however, tell us that those shape shifters from Chertan are involved with the Jesus hoax. This is told us via 
the Last Supper, when we notice that the central figure of Jesus has no halo. Then via these texts we are shown how to find 
the shape shifted version of the ‘Savior’ Jesus – which turns into a lion. It might pay to keep in mind their little joke about 
the  "carpenter".   Immanuel was a stone mason, not a carpenter – but the shape shifted Jesus was a ‘carpenter’,  from the 
constellation which was once called The Carpenter – later to become the Set Square, Dividers &T Square of the FreeMasons. 
Yes, as you can guess, located between Leo Minor and Leo Major. Formerly known as NORMA –became known as ROMAN. 
 

Laura Knight Jadczyk the Cassiopeia Files 
Q: (L) What is the purpose of the [religious] stories? 
A: Control. 

 Q: (L) Was Jesus crucified?                   A: No.
Q: (L) Was somebody crucified? 
A: Too vague. 
Q: (L) Was somebody crucified on a cross and represented to be Jesus?   
A: No. 
Q: (L) There was no crucifixion, there was no resurrection after three days, is that correct? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) Okay, what is the truth on that matter? 
A: Left earth plane on ship after extended sleep state. 
Q: (L) When did he go into this sleep state? Did he just go in one day and go to bed and go to sleep and then a ship came and 
picked him up? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) So he appeared to his followers to have died? 
A: They thought this. 
Q: (L) Did he get up and say anything to anybody before he left on the ship? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) Did he come back to life…     A: Yes. 
Q: (L) And then he told them things he had seen in his extended meditative sleep, is that what happened? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) Okay, what happened? 
A: Told prophecies then proclaimed eventual return. 
Q: (L) Was this information he got during this period of extended sleep? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) How long was he asleep, or in this state of semi-death? 
A: 96 hours. 
Q: (L) And then, a ship arrived and took him away, is that correct? 
A: Yes. Upon pillar of light. 

 

3 62 4 A Carcaffonne conduira fes menees. g iiij (G = Gera: seeds are planted ⨜ Gebo: a Gift in 14) 
IS ANU ENCOURAGES MAJOR ‘EFFICIENCIES’ DNA/ DAN/Scorpio  
IS JANUS-FACED JESUS the shape shifted oneCOSINE OANNES EFFICIENCIES ON MARRIAGE ("bride")…  

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez ƒorche viendra commette 
ELOHIM CUBE MODERN HAZARD stargate ENTOMBED, FROZE DOZEN STAR DEMONS OVERHEAD; TRENCHANT/matured contract  FED 

6 4 1 



BELOVED COHERENT OLD MAN LEONARDO : CLEVER EUCHARISTE DEMOTES  CENTRE LEMON/Jesus NO HALO ;  AND DOZEN 
NOBLEMEN CONVERTED, ARE DEMENTED ZOÕDIAC  MALEVOLENCE BAR ONE – THE  HUMBLE ORNAMENT OF HIS TIMES 3 94 2 

NOSTRADAME, NOTICE ?  AT MOLECULAR ELECTRON THERSE (HENCE AMAZED ELEVENTH LOUT LEANS BACK)  the twelfth is 
Nostradamus pointing up, so the numbering of the people at the table of the Last Supper are counted in reverse, the same way 
the ages are,  and the zodiacs are. LOVE-LORN MOLE/ Judas has a mole – DECENT EVENT, BRONZE MEDAL did the second best 
ZODIAC TORAH DOCUMENTED TRIBES  OF ISRAEL (MENACE CLEAN NATURE OF MOTHER EARTH) ARE CONNECTED TO CRUEL 
MANURE ATEN ROMAN VOLCANIC HOT COLUMN VEHEMENCE 11th ADORE. ERAZE NOT-MUCH-NEEDED, LAMENTED LUNCHEON 
o ADORE/Libra the 11th day is  October 1st/2nd  LUNCHEON and see « NOON » in other lines.                  BACK  aphesis used 
ELECTED SEVENTH NOVEMBER CONDOLEEZZA RICE : BLUNT MARINES MOVEMENT,  ENSLAVEMENT AND  D.U.M.B  TROUBLES 
SEVENTEENTH – ACADEMIC – AMERICAN-LONDONER  MORONS  ACCORD  DREAM, MORALIZE  M.E. BULLDOZE  ICON’S COSMIC 

 ALARM :  ‘ELITE’ CAMERA  ALBUM  RADIO-ACTIVE  ‘SENTENCE’ ON  ‘ENCUMBERED’ COMMUNAL  INDIA.  DECENT COBRA’S  COLUMN.
> thus ‘killing two birds with one stone’ from their point of view. This once again pairs the « radioactive India » lines 

 11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile isuë,     Of her/his torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven 

INTOLERANT MILITANT LEO IMITATED  JESUS.  LET ALTER  “I”  TO  MILLENNIA,  LIMITED  “I” TO A.D. UUROTE JUST SO: 
LETTERS  TAILORED  “DENOTATIONAL MERIT”.  UNANIMOUS LIE: IT IS JUST AN  ILLUMINATI  JEST ~  JOT TUUO DOTS!  
OUR LETTERS  “J” NOUN, TO NUMINOUS  ONE,  “A.D.” IS ONUS ON MILIEU  EON,  AIM  OMINOUS  UNION  MENU  ENNUI. 
ALIEN NOT ADJUST LOUISE METEOR , IS OLD INSANE ADULT JUNTA (NASA) (STUNTED EMOTIONS) JOINS LAID NODAL 
LOAD LATITUDE, UNSET ALTITUDE,  DO AIM ATEN AT ETNA (STUDENT’S  SAD TUNE) ITALIE’S TOE ATLAS, NEO LATIN 
DETAILS:  DATA DATE  SATURN/Saturday  IN JULE. December 24 2016 is a Saturday, southern hemisphere. It has always 
been said that when the economy collapses it will be on a Friday night.  
 

o 11 18 5 De son tourment, ja la toile tisuë,                                                                                                                          C+F+CHAMPAGNE 

o Of his torment, the cloth [destiny] already woven                         
 (see ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS)

 

 (Andr. Council) ciphers     (cipher of +458) 

... O  orbit  TUN    
astr.unit 

IS ILL-NATURED AN JEERED,  

  

 
both in the Bible''put in irons''  (iron also means Mars, the Face in Mars) and in the clay tablets of Enki  

ELATUS proud  JU Jew TRUE DEMON SEED SATAN TO MULTI-SOLUTION REASON 

USED JOLLIER DULL ÖTTÖ ADJUSTS SLANDEROUS SEASON                                  

                         He who removed 324
1
/2 years from our calendar (season timer) 

 C+F+NIEMITZ
 

SLANDEROUS SEASON = when Christms is really Xmass

The year. new centuries one thousand  non prefixed  [in/with] new seventh month.

 

**

 

1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conjoint,  Two evil Scorpion influences [Earth events] conjoining.  at the same time 

 (correct) ,with-Ʃ-greys cipher,  PARCS-SOLID JUNCTIONjoining-of-LION - under Antarctica 
NEXT DOMINION-IS-JUICELESS- is fruitless.   (could be saying it is DNA free, i.e: artificial intelligence 

  
LONDONER-ICKE EXCELS:-EXPLAINED-JUICIEST-COMPLEXIONS of-SAD-INJUSTICE:-MOD CONS. money system   

LONDONER ICKE SPOILS SEX-MAD COMPLEX EXPLOITS JUNIORS JAILS TOXIC DEMON LORDS PLUNDER INNOCENT SONS 
INDICATION-ICKE-IS-JESUS-SOUL-COMPLEX...   
this last is the  David Icke clue – accused of saying he was Jesus (easily done, being accused)  
...but could be saying here that he really is 
LONESOME-PARCS-JOINS-JOURNALS-INDEX-TELLS:- LIONESSLeo Minor- DEMON-IN-U.N.-LIE.  

 

ALEX JONES IN COSMIC UNMELODIC ELITE  SPIN-DOCTORS’ MORONIC INPUT – MINDLESS AT ICON’S Elo’im  PRODUCTION 
SPLENDOUR  CONCORD  COUNCIL (Elohim)  CONDITION 
 JUMPED ALEX COLLIER IS IN INNOCENT S.O.S. MENDS DISJOINTED JUNCTION  
PETER MOON: NON CLINICAL JINXED UNSOCIAL SIX  INCLUDED COX HELM IMPERIAL SOULLESS INDIA- JULIAN  ROMAN   
o ALEX JONES  always under question, but there are two of him   UNMELODIC ELITE those whose DNA is damaged 

o MINDLESS AT ICON’S Elo’im PRODUCTION unaware of the Elohim, their part in the overhead & underground star wars 

o COUNCIL the Andromeda Council  JUMPED ALEX COLLIER using a jump room, a form of star gate (A.R.C.)  

o DISJOINTED JUNCTION CONDITION the separation of souls between each other, caused by the money system 

o PETER MOON see his videos, the Giants Base Under Bucegi    NON CLINICAL  not researching   JINXED UNSOCIAL SIX  

the unholy Six       

 



o INDIA-JULIAN  ROMAN  the ancient Aryan who were and are Anakim of the reptilian Imperial warrior races, 

but COX-HELM here could be Alexander The Great who married princess Roxan of Bactria (Afghanistan), was 

pharaoh of Egypt after Darius III, was king of Persia, king of Macedonia and Lord of Asia.  Born  July 21  356BC.  

o pairs with 7 24 4  Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont  Great one from Lorraine via the bridge of the Compte.  

, UTOPIAN, LONDONDER (David Icke):  REPULSION  

UNGODLIER  MARDUQ SUPPER.    PRUDENT OAR UTOPIAN  UPPER, 
LONDONDER  DREADING  DISPARATE  ANGLO-INDIAN   
PERILOUS  RADIATION  ADULTERS  PRENATAL  PROPER 

 

“ARE THE ILLUMINATI GETTING GEARED UP TO GREET THE NEW MESSSSIAH?
article continues C+F+GEARED

  
The Bilderberger Group make the rules to run the planet a mongst themselves. Various sources say it is 13 main families and 
include 75 families with lesser influence. They are generally Freemason or Knights of Malta, including middle eastern leaders.  
As the main power brokers of the world are from King David (of the tribe of Judah and in league with powerful Jews e.g.Lord 
Rothschild) the coming of the 'awaited' MesSsiah would be of great interest, especially if they are have not accepted Jesus as 
Messiah. Freemasons at the 33rd degree are told Lucifer is superior to Jesus, say former Initiates of this degree.

C+F+endnotes 

There is evidence that the Freemasons and various pagan societies are using the Kaballa to release the 'right' energies to hasten 
the return of the expected "Messiah”, determining scientifically the right vibrational frequencies and magnetic field levels 
around the world to create the perfect conditions for him to arrive, having been told by the Council of Nine what trans-
mitters necessary to put around the planet, and what gridlines must be activated where, to ensure the timelines match      
that which supposedly puts our 'reality' to the frequency of this entity.          Please C+F+HORIZON, then C+F+AQUARIUS 
 

We are still in the deceptive Age of Pisces.       Please find the pdf forum  MILLWHEEL  OF  THE  AGES 
The evidence for that is plain for anyone with eyes to see – deceptive “leaders” deceptive “food”, deceptive “air” and “water”. 
In this manner 676 years still remains additional to our real timeline of I343 A.D.  causing us to think we are in 2019. 
Therefore the Age of Aquarius “the Humanitarian” still has many centuries yet to appear on our horizon.  

CENSORED ON G//GLE. YOU CAN FIND THE LINKS USING IXQUICK 

CRONUS VISOR PEGASUS PROJECT FAKE SECOND COMING PART 9 OF 16 
article

“ARE THE ILLUMINATI GETTING GEARED UP TO GREET THE NEW ME IAH?” 

“The "Messiah/Christ" expected by these secret societies and eastern religions 

(entwined with Freemasonry and UN) will herald in the Aquarian Age and the 

6th Aryan race - the next Root Race that supposedly has the stature of super 

men and psychic powers. Much of the expectation is to start a golden age where 

only the 'chosen race' remains in a regenerated world, with inferior races  

eliminated is disseminated by the groups following Alice Bailey, originally of the 

 Theosophical Society.”

p.s.
6th Aryan race  

these are “the third peoples from Antechrist, Before the age of Pisces” 
 

 

 

 

 

10 75  

Long awaited [he-it] not never  re-coming, 
= “coming again” always refers to Jesus-Messiah. C+F+SARAN 

Within Europe, in Asia made  appearing:    

One of the league issued from great Hermes (Ogmios-Sarru) 

The Saran, thus not the “long awaited Jesus-Messiah” 

And over all kingdoms of the east growing. 

10 75  1 where the Template has the word JAUNTIER twice, so had to re work the word (IN DERO COLLECTION CONTINUES 

JAUNTIER letters = TRUE URANITE  DJIN UNITE  JAIN-RAJ  JET  JUNTA,  INJURE  AT URIAN,   
 IRE /Casseopean   A   

/Sirius   MEAN  TRUE  DJINN  VENDETTAS   JAN. 1  RAT, 2020   RADIANT ISTAR   JESUS URANITE  SATAN  JUNTA  INVADE,

  JAIN-RAJ = Aryan fallen angels,  JET = black, can also mean fly in, or black ops. URIAN = Hittite area. Could be Urri’an

1 6 TURINDERSEILGAULOIS =  
(CERN) RUE LOUDER [greater]SINGULARITIES UNDER,  [core of Earth] TRUE  IDES, E SIR TURNS, GLIDES TIDE USUAL INTERIOR

IS U.N. ERIDU E.T. GORILLAS (Apes/Sirius) GENIUS  RUDE TIE  RELIGIOUS IDEALMuslimREAD: GUTSIER  ILLUSION holograms  IS 

L,Jesus  SURE RAIDS RISE U.S ~ IS GUILLOTINE:- ALIEN DIET.   LIEU/Jesus false messssiah   LIEU UNGODLIER ULTRA IDO
: one of the 50 names of Marduk IN ROGUE STAR RANTS DELIRIOUS GUILE- LIED RUDE OIL SIN, STAR IDLE, RUIN UNRELIGIOUS SIR

RESIST INDUSTRIOUS corporate  GUILD INTRIGUE ILL – UGLIEST LARGE LIE GIRDLES SUITE  chemtrails all around the Earth 
time lines [STAR IDLES, slows down OUR OARS USED GIRL STUDIES SOLID RESILIENT AUGUR UUE INSURE RIDS UGLIEST. 

 

 



GIRL IS DR’S ‘SISTER’ 5 36 1 Sister to the brother, AGED GIRL RIDES UUE/US OUR LEG, TRUE  I,  RESULTS  ENSURE DIGS, EDITS LISTS 
o   TRUE IDES usually the ides of March, E the new ‘true’ June solstice (4th in 2015)   LEG: the little Scheat blue greys 
o 7 21 SorguesVolsicque        COLOSSAL COOLS  U.S  QUIVERin Sagitta,late Sagittarius  Obama SO  SOLVES VERSUSats VILE LEO

CLOSES  U.S.  VISCOUS  LEO, (Chertan) CLOGS R CLIQUE GUESS USE VEIL G.Q. EGO governor's quarters/Ventura is 'the Governor'GO 
 in Capricorn EVIL VIRUS SCOURGES ELUSIVE  CROSS Nibiru/false messssiah VIGOR GOES, CURVES CLOSE U.K. LOCUS, 

SOILS, SLUGS  ICE OVER VISCOUS ROGUES SO IS  VICE GIVERS’ LOSS there are 10 “England” & “Ice” template lines C+F+ENGLAND                               
o VISCOUS: shape shifting  R CLIQUE Draco/reptilian CROSS = Grus greys 
o ... It is almost as if these off worlders are trying to start an ancient Egyptian pharaonic age again, viscous Leo being Obama 
7 21 SorguesVolsicque          (repeated in LEONARDO EnKi Marduk – May 3, slight variation) 
o COLOSSAL COOLS U.S QUIVER (in Sagitta, late Sagittarius), a pun, the date and a weapon (and it WAS in this date) 
o SOLVES VERSUS (ats) VILE LEO/Obama CLOSES U.S., SO CLOGS VISCOUS LEO CLIQUE (Chertan) R Draco 

o GUESS USE VEIL G.Q.  EGO GO OS (in Capricorn) (governor's quarters/Ventura is 'the Governor') 
o EVIL VIRUS SCOURGES CLOSE U.K. LOCUS, ELUSIVE  CROSS/Nibiru/false messssiah VIGOR GOES, pairs C+F+England lines 

o CURVES OVER  SOILS,              the Vermont to Dutch Guiana to Chile asteroid 
o  SLUGS ICE OVER ROGUES SO IS VICE GIVERS LOSS – vice givers are the elite 

 

1 6 TURINDERSEILGAULOIS =  
(CERN) RUE LOUDER [greater]SINGULARITIES UNDER,  [core of Earth] TRUE  IDES, E SIR TURNS, GLIDES TIDE USUAL INTERIOR

IS U.N. ERIDU E.T. GORILLAS (Apes/Sirius) GENIUS  RUDE TIE  RELIGIOUS IDEALMuslimREAD: GUTSIER  ILLUSION holograms  IS 

L,Jesus  SURE RAIDS RISE U.S ~ IS GUILLOTINE:- ALIEN DIET.   LIEU/Jesus false messssiah   LIEU UNGODLIER ULTRA IDO
: one of the 50 names of Marduk IN ROGUE STAR RANTS DELIRIOUS GUILE- LIED RUDE OIL SIN, STAR IDLE, RUIN UNRELIGIOUS SIR

RESIST INDUSTRIOUS corporate  GUILD INTRIGUE ILL – UGLIEST LARGE LIE GIRDLES SUITE  chemtrails all around the Earth 
time lines [STAR IDLES, slows down OUR OARS USED GIRL STUDIES SOLID RESILIENT AUGUR UUE INSURE RIDS UGLIEST. 

GIRL IS DR’S ‘SISTER’ 5 36 1 Sister to the brother, AGED GIRL RIDES UUE/US OUR LEG, TRUE  I,  RESULTS  ENSURE DIGS, EDITS LISTS 
o   TRUE IDES usually the ides of March, E the new ‘true’ June solstice (4th in 2015)   LEG: the little Scheat blue greys 
o 7 21 SorguesVolsicque        COLOSSAL COOLS  U.S  QUIVERin Sagitta,late Sagittarius  Obama SO  SOLVES VERSUSats VILE LEO

CLOSES  U.S.  VISCOUS  LEO, (Chertan) CLOGS R CLIQUE GUESS USE VEIL G.Q. EGO governor's quarters/Ventura is 'the Governor'GO 
 in Capricorn EVIL VIRUS SCOURGES ELUSIVE  CROSS Nibiru/false messssiah VIGOR GOES, CURVES CLOSE U.K. LOCUS, 

SOILS, SLUGS  ICE OVER VISCOUS ROGUES SO IS  VICE GIVERS’ LOSS there are 10 “England” & “Ice” template lines C+F+ENGLAND                               
o VISCOUS: shape shifting  R CLIQUE Draco/reptilian CROSS = Grus greys 
o ... It is almost as if these off worlders are trying to start an ancient Egyptian pharaonic age again, viscous Leo being Obama 

 

10 27 3 CLUE: SARANS [Messsssiah] SEAT CRUELNESS,  EATS  JULE/Yule C.E., 
EJACULATES ‘CLEMENT’ :  CALL JESUS EVENT, TESLA  JESU ACT ALE/so more than one false rapture, Ale being  
May 13 – June 9.  This one using frequencies 

 

C+F+endnotes
 “Freemasons at the 33rd degree are told Lucifer is superior to Jesus, say former Initiates of this degree.” 

If you have readThe Casseopea Experiment/Casseopea Files  – then you will have realized where the Real Yesus came from – 

Father In Heaven who is with the  allied withElohim Alliances for the Living Library,  and Casseoepeans  Andromeda Council. 
We have seen that the FreeMasons are run by the Orion Group, which includes the Allah-Lu/Lucifer faction and that these are 
The Copiests, those who also copied a Jesus to be made a martyr and begin a devision between the Age of Marduk/Aries and 
the Age of Pisces The Fishes.  The Age of Deception. One of discerning one’s own humanity which will guide one’s connection 
with The Living Library ~ whatever that connection might be.  The Bennu Bird has its sharp beak in the tail of Pisces, hooked. 
Do you see the Division? Do you see the awkward battle between  what is Loving righteousness  and what is Unacceptable? 
 
In THE SHROUD IS REAL  there are illustrations, evidence, left by the Elohim Alliances, which match the residue on the Shroud 
and the date period we are really living in now ~I343~ also makes the Shroud of Turin real (otherwise why would the Vatican 
guard it so?)  Albeit the Copied  Immanuel Iscariot, it displays the image the Vatican wants everyone to worship.  
Both parties need humans to understand the prophet Jesus. Just as they wish to force the worship of the prophet Mohammed. 
Neither of whom were a god any more than you or I am. 
Yet this very week (Beltane of 2019) the actor pope and the Grand Imam of Islam signed a pact that Allah is god with Jesus and 
Mohammed as prophets. So saying in one fell swoop that Lucifer is god over all. 
How they plan to come to a compromise regarding all the icons and images that Catholicism lives with and Islam lives without 
is anyone’s guess – and just one sign of the stupidity between them. 
The one thing they do have in common is Patriarchy – anti-femininism. The hatred of women. Why? It borders on fear at times. 
Fear of Love and a Loving nature. 
Does that sound Godly to you? 

 

10:47:3 Le grand prelat de Leon par Formande,  

The great prelate of Leon via (because of)"Formande", 
FOREPLANNED ROMAN DATE FROM A NAMED LEGEND (ides of march or changing calendars to A.D. = Jesus legend) 

OPEN ENGLANDER DAMN’D PROFANE FARM.  

/Simon Parkes   

/midsummer harvest 
 



 

3 44 1 Quand l’animal a l’homme domeftique. When the animal man is domesticated 

MOMENTAL EUCHARIST LEMON MILD MANNERED ISLAMIC MAMMA 
see how she has children all around her 
not forgetting there are two of Jesus behind her 
behind which is a demonic four winged goat entity “in the light” 
and look right above the goat –  
is that a ram? 
FOLLOWING PAGE HAS THE ORIGINAL THIS WAS FOUND 
trying to establish what that really is meant to be 

 

 

Appears in HOW ENKI OPERATES 
for twenty years, continuing from year made one, up to 
these five eighty-three the first made millenium. 
(his "millenium" being "†500", I583, Gothic Calendar 

 

The earliest evidence I could find showing a year date that had the "i" for the year of our lord Jesus 527 

ALSO HAD in large capital letters the A.D. - thus repeating "in the year of our lord" - but were the letters 

A.D. really saying that?  

Were they saying ANTE DIEM. BEFORE THE DAY (of the return). Giving us all a large hint.  

There is also a square stone plaque baked terra cotta - showing the date of I.820, just so. with a full stop 

between the Capital I and the number.  

Someone raised the topic of the Roman M for 1000. This is what Nostradamus did use in the i500s, often 

with the M many spaces away from the number. Yet he too, left us a hint in plain sight. Preface J562. 

(meaning in the year of our lord Jesus 562). BUT prior to an M in Roman numbers, the archaic, or obsolete 

way of dating "under 1000" was a "c" "I" and a reverse"c" which later became a "D" meaning 500 - which 

happens to be under 1000.  

We are in I343 now at 2019. 
2 72 3 Romains uis,o Gaule repoulsee. J555  [not one single 'f' in this line] from Allan Webber's Computerised Template  l
EUROPEAN A.I. ROME AMEER EULOGIAS

 skull-and-bones 
PRO-NEO REALISM LEAGUE  (Nazi?) 

INFAMOUS ALIEN AIM LEPROUS ONES /not gnowing LEPEROUS PLAGUE INFUSIONS.     
SO REPEL ALIGEROUS winged ones GROUP RULE SOUL AGIOS/money-cost exchangers  
JESUS LEMON GORILLA MENAGERIE PLAGIERISER POSER copiest ANU OGRES AIM POISON POORER PROLES UUELLS 
GOOIER, UUORRISOME G.M.O., GLOOMIER AIR PLANES, LIARS = UUEARIER; REAP (C+F+ HORRIBLE [EVIL ING]) 

 NOUU – AGILE UUOOL Milky Way LARGER LOOP LANE MINERAL/Pisces ALE May 14 – June 10   LEAP /2020

R.O. GENIAL OAR ANGELS, UUASP,  PRAISE SAGE  APOLOGISES: AGONISE REPAIR LEPERS ASLEEP 
  JESUS LEMON GORILLA MENAGERIE in the Last Supper, at each lemon is hidden a member of the Anu family, with 

GORILLA meaning  APE – from Sirius 
  UUELLS GOOIER  a pun on the sticky residue from chemtrails and black goo 
  GLOOMIER AIR   caused by a lack of sunlight thanks to chemtrails ( to me, Dolores Canon was out of line when she told 

a member of the audience that "chemtrails are only your reality" she said – pointing to him.) 
  UUEARIER; REAP  the ordinary folk who have become weak and overweight  from bad food and water and air 
  AGILE UUOOL Milky Way if the Milky Way becomes "agile" it means it is moving, which means it is us that is moving 
  LARGER LOOP LANE our "looping" orbit grows. Looping as in Vortex.   MINERAL  is alkhemye for  in Pisces  recall the 

ONE MALE/JNO SOL vignette on pg 29 where the tectonic plates ("earth") are separating under Pisces 
  R.O. Regency Order of the Andromeda Council GENIAL OAR ANGELS, the good Mantids  UUASP, the J-Rod52 from 

Apis/Musca/Vespa constellation (now partly absorbed by Aries) SAGE  = Nostradamus 

It will be at this time and in these countries that the infernal power will set the power of its adversaries against 

the Church of Jesus Christ. These will constitute the second Ante people].christ [  

   portrait positioned/placed after(the manner)of  passing through fields 
o rustic person image [put] in situ...   =  Nostradamus in The Last Supper     

A: Casseopean: SAGE, Nostradamus LOCUST,Mantid  IN  LOCUS  AT  ARTIST’S Da Vinci’s LEO  ICON in The  

where the unhaloed Jesus turns into a Lion using the cut/axe, reverse/mirror and rejoin, at each table lemon method. 

Please click here for Why the Bible Cannot be the Word of God 
Please click here for Why Jesus Christ cannot be the Messiah 

Walter Reinhold Warttig Mattfeld y de la Torre, M.A. Ed. 
Once fleets are positioned, progressive instigation and amplification of conflict and regional wars among 
human nations will be further implemented via psychotronic technology,  

 
Bosnia was the first mass experimental test run and several other tests have been already initiated in China, the 
Middle East, Russia and the USA.  

http://www.bibleorigins.net/MoabiteBloodMessiah.html
http://www.bibleorigins.net/WhyJesusChristCannotbetheMessiah.html
http://www.bibleorigins.net/WebsiteAuthorBackground.html


As 'ETS' remain a hidden potentiality to the masses, instances of 'Mother Mary", "Jesus," Buddha" “Crucifixes” 
and  "Holy Figure" holographic inserts, associate "Crying Statues and Paintings” and related pseudo-Divine 
phenomena will progressively appear to groups of humans who are mentally ensnared in both Traditional and 

 religious dogmas, promoting reassurance that "God‟s Chosen Ones" will be SAVED in the 'Great 
Cleansing' or 'Tribulation". 

Anna Hayes 

U.I.R. = UNITED INTRUDER RESISTANCE = NEW WORLD ORDER 

Now that you have read that – please join the dots with these comments: 
Rick Adam1 hour ago 

THE RECONSTRUCTION must be completed in all counties to restore YOUR government at city, county and state levels to get a 

 restored national government.

Joyce Bippus1 hour ago 

The other reason that POTUS had to let all these people spin and do their deeds, while White Hats were recording it and getting 

it all documented is because the last 4 Presidents when they left office the last thing they did, is signed documents pardoning 

everybody! you may not know about that and that pardons Hold... so that's one reason why they had to wait a couple years and 

get them for plenty of more current crimes and corruption. Obummer's Presidency will be stripped! Bush Sr. Already was and 

Jr. I had to ask my own mother, why do you think being this supposed War Hero, Sr. was  

 not ALLOWED to be buried in Arlington❓
Carolina Beth1 hour ago 

I’m 20 minutes into this video and I’m in intellectual shock. I get what you are saying, and I’m familiar with Law of the Land, and that we were 

under the 666 beast system. It is just hard to really grasp that it has been lifted, because we still are paying so many taxes, fees, and getting 

pulled over by cops for speeding, etc. Who is going to tell these judges, mortgage companies and State treasurers that we are not under their 

thumb any longer? Lol. It just seems like a fictional movie still and not the reality of freedom. 

Angel.4.Justice.56 minutes ago 

TGA.One minute we are told we have won the war against the evil,& that the evil have already been arrested & the trials have already been 

going on behind the scenes.now I'm told that the danger is worse than before.If the President had wanted to he could have declared Antifa 

terrorists and had them arrested,and had the MB deported under the 1952 act why has he not done so.�� � 

Simply Me35 minutes ago 

So the number on the back of our ss card really is a bankrupt acct # and we were really the calateral for the fed reserve money that is gone? 

Helen Parks1 second ago 

 Admiralty "law" is not Maritime Law
TheGrowingAwareness 

Published on Sep 3, 2019  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4R8mk3HEtE&lc=Ugy-k2zIjQI7wE95Gnx4AaABAg 

8 16 4 L’onde monter Fefulan Olympique   the wave mounting Olympic Fesulan.    

QUEEN MULTIPLIES MY ELOQUENT LONDONER Jesus soul  FAME- EQUATES MY FELON OF MEASLES FLU  IN  FLUTE FIFTEEN 
FLUTE date = Oct 28 – Nov 24 and can be Mar 18 – Apl 14   LONDONER Jesus soul was shown to be David Icke 
So this is when they murdered David Icke 

1 52 1 Les deux malins de Scorpion conjoint, 
LONDONER-ICKE EXCELS:-EXPLAINED-JUICIEST-COMPLEXIONS of-SAD-INJUSTICE:-MOD CONS. money system   

LONDONER ICKE SPOILS SEX-MAD COMPLEX EXPLOITS JUNIOR, JAILS TOXIC DEMON LORDS PLUNDER INNOCENT SONS 
INDICATION-ICKE-IS-JESUS-SOUL-COMPLEX...   
this last is the  David Icke clue – accused of saying he was Jesus (easily done, being accused)  

...but could be saying here that he really is/was 
9 45 3  
ALERT : UNCONFIRMED RACES [Elohim] GRACE LEONARDO, FORM ART INDULGANCE – DOCUMENT  FARCE the riddles 
ACCORDS TELLINGER ON CAMERA TO NAME OUR MODERN ELO’IM CURRENT CONCORD OF MORAL UR EA ACE        
pairs 4 26 3:  
UUE CHERISH TELLINGER HAS CHECKED, ABLE DEDUCE THE FABULOUS ELOHIM UUHO ARE UUEDDED GRACE-FUL ALLIANCES: 
CLUES HEREIN 
READ : UNGODLIER NORMA [ROMAN] ANU ANGEL LACERATE AND RE-CONFORM ORANGE COLORED FLAME (our sun) 
TERRORFUL ENDURING MENACE, OF LARGE NUCLEAR REACTOR sun; MONGREL MANURE/Alcyone CAREFUL TO RETARD 
FUNDAMENTAL CORRIDOR FORMULA, CONCERNED  ENLARGEMENT the orbits 

DOCTRINE GRACE ALLOCATED ICE COLD. TRUE  ANGEL  DAHL - - - REGRETFUL  OF: 
DREAD DAMN FOOL-MINDED IGNORANCE, MURDERED LONDONER ALARMER Icke  – so the current Icke is also a walk-in 

 

and referring to 8 16 4 the “Jesus Soul Complex”:  from a reader 
‘’Reading through your [David Icke] comments, I understood more closely the assertion about the 
 “Jesus Soul Complex” and have this information to share…  which seems to confirm what you are  
   being told by The Hidden Texts.  

…from Knight-Jadczyk, Laura (2014-07-08). The Cassiopaea Experiment Transcripts 1994 
 (Kindle Locations 1644-1654). Red Pill Press. Kindle Edition. 
Q: (Laura) Let’s go back to Jesus. Are the only miracles he did healing? 
A: (Cassiopeians) No. 
Q: (L) What other kinds of miracles did he do?  
A: Telekinesis. 
Q: (L) Did he walk on water? 
A: No. 
Q: (L) Did he turn water into wine?   A: No. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgzcAlm2PyDa-r9O4XjQFUQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgzcAlm2PyDa-r9O4XjQFUQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnt3yiKe8qrZj_iUhAaXGcA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnt3yiKe8qrZj_iUhAaXGcA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8cXxZnyOwZr_o0LPZMT4tw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8cXxZnyOwZr_o0LPZMT4tw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV3ltGSCGram9Mun5gYrg4w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCV3ltGSCGram9Mun5gYrg4w
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=fivTfO9hsaVP_vXHQfeNctaP6AN8MTU2NzY2MTY2MEAxNTY3NTc1MjYw&stzid=UgyPUyoBGLU5qixjmiN4AaABAg&q=http%3A%2F%2Ftga.one%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=comments&redir_token=fivTfO9hsaVP_vXHQfeNctaP6AN8MTU2NzY2MTY2MEAxNTY3NTc1MjYw&stzid=UgyPUyoBGLU5qixjmiN4AaABAg&q=http%3A%2F%2Fscenes.now%2F
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_cRmKOagmtwQWKu2yK0QA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8_cRmKOagmtwQWKu2yK0QA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVbLBIaKU4uXUJZyciYhqsw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNa4Yp73uGl5A9M2QZL7zVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4R8mk3HEtE&lc=Ugy-k2zIjQI7wE95Gnx4AaABAg


Q: (L) Are these all just stories? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) What is the purpose of the stories? 
A: Control. 
Q: (L) Was Jesus crucified?                   A: No. 
Q: (L) Was somebody crucified? 
A: Too vague. 
Q: (L) Was somebody crucified on a cross and represented to be Jesus?   
A: No. 
Q: (L) There was no crucifixion, there was no resurrection after three days, is that correct? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) Okay, what is the truth on that matter? 
A: Left earth plane on ship after extended sleep state. 
Q: (L) When did he go into this sleep state? Did he just go in one day and go to bed and go to sleep and then a ship came and 
picked him up? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) So he appeared to his followers to have died? 
A: They thought this. 
Q: (L) Did he get up and say anything to anybody before he left on the ship? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) Did he come back to life…     A: Yes. 
Q: (L) And then he told them things he had seen in his extended meditative sleep, is that what happened? 
A: Close. 
Q: (L) Okay, what happened? 
A: Told prophecies then proclaimed eventual return. 
Q: (L) Was this information he got during this period of extended sleep? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) How long was he asleep, or in this state of semi-death? 
A: 96 hours. 
Q: (L) And then, a ship arrived and took him away, is that correct? 
A: Yes. Upon pillar of light. 
Q: (L) Are there any other miracles he did that are outstanding? 
A: Miracles are subjective. 
Q: (L) Did he raise Lazarus from the dead?        A: No. 
Q: (L) Did he raise anybody from the dead?       A: No. 
Q: (L) Okay, when he got to this other plane, what did he do? 
A: Vague question.  
Q: (L) Is there any special power or advantage in praying in the name of Jesus? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) Well, if he didn’t die and release his spirit into the earth plane, how is this power conferred? 
A: Prayers go to him. 
Q: (L) And what does he do when he hears the prayers? 
A: Determines their necessity against background of individual soul development. 
Q: (L) You said that when a person prays to Jesus that he makes some sort of a decision, is that correct? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) Well, how can he do that when millions of people are praying to him simultaneously? 
A: Soul division. 
Q: (L) What do you mean by soul division? 
A: Self explanatory. 
Q: (L) Do you mean soul division as in cellular mitosis where a cell splits and replicates itself? 
A: No. 
Q: (L) Does Jesus’ soul divide? 
A: Yes. 
Q: (L) How many times does it divide? 
A: Endlessly as a projection of consciousness. 
Q: (L) And what happens to this piece of soul that is divided or projected? 
A: Is not a piece of a soul. 
Q: (L) What is it? 
A: It is a replication. 
Q: (L) Is each replication exactly identical to the original? 
A: Yes. And no. 
Q: (L) In what way is the replicated soul different from the original? 
A: Not able to give individual attention. 
Q: (L) Are any of us able to replicate in this manner if we so desire? 
A: Could if in same circumstance. The way the process works is thus:  

“When Jesus left the earth plane, he went into another dimension or density of reality, whereupon all “rules” regarding the 
awareness of time and space are entirely different from the way they are perceived in your realm. At this point in space 
time his soul which was/is still in the physical realm, was placed in a state of something akin to suspended animation and 
a sort of advanced form of unconsciousness. From that point to the present his soul has been replicated from a state of this 
unconscious-ness in order that all who call upon him or need to be with him or need to speak to him can do so on an 
individual basis.        His soul can be replicated ad infinitum - as many times as needed. The replication process produces a 
state of hyper-consciousness in each and every version of the soul consciousness.” (MDG) 



presage 12 Octobre ƚ555 line 2 troublez les opposans: 
OPPORTUNE ANU  STAR Nemesis SPELLS: SOULLESS ZEALOT’S SNOBS elite SPROUT LESS  BRAZEN LOOP,orbit  PULL ZEST  
LOSES  TRESPASS, PULSES  SUPPLANT ABRUPT  STALL,  ABUSES POLES ZONES. TRANSPORTTO  SUNLESS ZONELESS UP. 
SAPS BLUE ZONES  IS ALSO BRUTAL ON SON’S (Jesus?) PLEB POP.  PLUS TRANSLATE  IN NOBLE,  PULLS ON S.O.S. BASES  
o TRANSLATE IN NOBLE/Oct  the “great translation will be in October” 
o SPROUT LESS  BRAZEN LOOP the ‘elite’ have been trying to curtail the outgoing orbit of Earth using the particle 

collidors, corroborated by  TRANSPORT TO SUNLESS ZONELESS UP just as the Hopi prophecy rock shows 
PULLS ON S.O.S. BASES    the deep underground military bases – as Isaiah said; no where to run to 
1 4 4 governed to its greatest detriment / see KAMERON FALLY PROJECT CAMELOT with a couple of caveats 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycEx1BNAB7Y&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs 

a couple of caveats: Kameron speaks of the return of Jesus being an episode  within the mix of these events when we 
have seen in these texts that it is the false messsssiah that comes first ... and he also speaks of: 
‘the great beams of light witnessed in recent times (Sept. 2015) which he says are plasma rays coming down from our 
sun and are dangerous to anyone who is near them’,  yet there was never one mention anywhere of people getting 
caught in these beams and hurt when they were seen. These texts say these beams are shooting up – to protect Earth. 
 

See  also GENOCIDAL PLOT DR RIMA  
 http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw  this was a “must see”  for me  VIDEO BlueMouse Project 
 

4 11 4 Sous meurtre, meutre fe viendra perpetrer 

REPRESSIVE TEMPERATURE [cold] AND MURDER IN FIFTEEN. ... . .... .... 
TAMPER ICKE RUMOR–ELOQUENT CAVEAT  (this relates to the line which says ICKE IS JESUS SOUL 

aportant quelque verite. Car comme      ⨜      THAT THIS AS TRUTH [is]  PORTED-carried 
VENTURA: COMPLETE MATE QUICKER OAR (mantids) PROMOTE  QUICKLI  (the real Jesse Ventura) 
o tamper Icke rumour – the Icke lectures – recall that video with Alex Jones, Ventura and Icke – all of whom were reptilians 
EQUATE MARVEL,  ICKE  PERVERT CORRUPT TORMENTOR who MEAN TO MENACE, TOTAL UUORK TO for LAUU TO MARK  
MORE COMPACT ART – all and any vignettes are illustrations for the quatrains REVEAL QUEER  EQUIVALENT 
ATTRACT ELOQUENCE [elocution] QUA PRIME MOVER  (Nibiru) MATE TO QUICKEN VOLCANO TEMPERATURE QUICKER 
MAVERICK  CREATOR  UP (?) ELOQUENT ‘TEAM’  MAKE OUT NOT PRACTICE QUEER MARVEL (angel at the sun) ACTION 
QUEER TAPEUUORM ATTACKER OVER – see tapeworms in other medical lines COME OVER IN UUORM, MUTATE  PRENATAL 
UUARM COMPETENT  ICKE  OVER REACT TO REPLACEMENT, UUROTE TRAVELLER  VENTURA  CONTEMPT  MARVEL 

aportant quelque verite. Car comme 
EVALUATE  ARRANT  COMET  PARTNER  QUIRK  COME AT VIRULENT  ERUPTIVE  NATIVE  PARK  PEAK  QUARTER 
TRUER  PARKA  VITAL.  QUEEN (Cassiopeia)  PUKE  ARRIVAL  ARK,  (Gabriel’s ark?)  VITAL  TO  RAPTURE 
 UUORM date is Nov 25 – Dec 22   COME OVER in  chemtrails 

        aportant quelque verite.  (ditrochee) 
ATTACKER  VALIANT  THOR = TRUE EVIL ONE UP CURVATURE  IN  TOKEN – KARATE,   LACERATE  ERUPTIVE  LAVA 

 TOKEN (relic date, Nov 25 – Dec 22) 
 

6 71 3 Celuy qui moins le.  viendra lamenters (in Qubits forum) 
o MEAD'S NAME 

(Parks, Simon Parkes) MENTIONS EVIL MENDACIOUS ILLUSION VISION
 shape shifter LIONISM.See 'Jesus' in Last Supper  

MEAD NAMES IN MEDITERRANEAN CLUE UNIQUE QUEENS MENTAL
thinking 

ALDERAMIN,
/Cepheus King of kings

 J-RODLII52    

 CEMENTS-CONCRETE CONQUEST MATURE UNIONS MYSTERY
SAME AS MEAD’S NAME =   NUMERATES  UNAMERICAN  MANTIS ALDERMAN PARKES

 = Simon Parkes

MEANT forum  ALARMED ARM
/Cepheus Seraphim

.   EERILY IN  “Babel to Rome” pathway of false meteors  YULE
 “OMISSION ILLUSIVE YESUS YEARS” refers to the "i" & "y" prefix changed to a “1”.  

which needs to be rectified by having the calendars repaired ~ see pdf forum  FIX THE CALENDARS  
 

4 92 4 Confus fuira par rames a vent contraire. “i’ is also “j’ 

CRASS CORRUPTER STAR RACE (PRACTICES SATAN’S SCRUFF “SAVIOUR” CRAFT: PERFORMS SACRIFICES, CARCASS 
MASSACRE VORACIOUSNESS),IS FASCIST ACTOR POPE SCAM: FAVOUR ANTENNAE OVER CURVACIOUS CURVATURE 
PARAMETER, AIM RIP-OFF, APEMEN MASTER ARTIFICIAL COMPUTER POURS TERRIFIC SINE IN “SMART” SARCASM 

 o ARTIFICIAL COMPUTER please go to QUBITS & CONSCIOUSNESS if you have not already done so  
 o ANTENNAE OVER CURVACIOUS– satellites around the planet, and, yes, I have always thought the word ‘SMART’ 

electricity was a bit of sarcasm. APEMEN = Ahpee ‘men’ from Sirius (a good reason to query Sirius Disclosure) 
VATICAN PIT SCUM PAIRS COSMIC IMPAIRER MANUFACTURES FEARS PER RECTUM, FARMS CIRCUS, IS NEFARIOUS 
RAPTUROUS JESUS FARCE ORMANCER, ANU CREATURE PAN-AFRICAN FORERUNNERS, ENSURE UTOPIANS SUFFER. 
C.RAVEN MANURE MANTIS INNOVATES, CONFORMS PURITAN JESUS, AS AN IMPORTANT FARCE, IS ROMANTIC RANT 
TO CONNIVE PARTNER NICER ANCIENT IMPROCREANT REAPER RAPTURE (POET CANNOT RECANT IMPORTANCE) 

 o VATICAN PIT: under the Vatican is where king Drago lives, he who was “bound in irons in a pit” CRAVEN/eunuchized 

MANURE/Alcyone C, Ophiuchus RAVEN-CORVUS MANTIS the tall four armed negative ant. 
 o INNOVATES, CONFORMS PURITAN JESUS, invented and made up the Jesus/’Savior’ as an image, at least 16 times from 

ancient days. The Raven-Crow-Corvus does appear in medieval art and I always wondered why, knowing what Corvus 
means in the Alchemye and we have seen in these texts how quietly they have managed to avoid the limelight. Now we 
know why 

 o FARMS CIRCUS = the “Keepers” as in zoo keepers, so NOT the Watchers that the SAAM claim to be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycEx1BNAB7Y&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw


REASON FAIR RARE SUPERIOR AROMATIC PURER CREATORS, UR EA, OARS, AFFIRM ARM ORNAMENT’S CENTURIES.  
 o we have seen in many previous lines that it has been the Elohim Alliances who provided the Centuries to the 

Ornament Nostradamus 3 94 which gave us these texts and did engineer our language TO SUIT 
PRAISE RUSSIAN IVANOVA SANE INFORMER ASSURES COMPARES ARRANT CENSORS CAN TURN OFF MAP’S CENTURIES 

 o it appears that Sylvie Ivanova is a part of the Informing Alerts just as these texts have been     
go to MEGALITHS.ORG   and go to 

the previous forum FIX THE CALENDARS, if you have not already 

AMERICAN STARS’ PARAMOUR CONNIVER MANIA FAVORS PRANCERS “AFFAIR”  VARIANCE TO CONVERT AS PORN 
REMOTE POSERS TRANSFER T.V. AIR TIME TO NAÏVE “COMIC” CARTOON NARRATIVE, CREATES NUTCASES POVERTIES 

 o So, thanks to ANTENNAE we are attacked from all directions, from the satellites, from all your “SMART” electricals, 
and mentally from your T.V. producing non-thinking NUTCASES with mental  POVERTY. 

9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis  Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 

BARBA BE LIES BARBS NEBULISE LEPROUS SOUL RABBIS BARS JINGO UUHAT.BRAINS.BAR HUNTER.IS.PARLOUS  

JOUSTING    SUBPOLAR SQUAT      ARAB.OIL QUESTIONABLE 

FOUL ALPHA BARBARIAN ELITE PIRANHA AUUFUL PLAN: INTERNAL QUBITS PHONES’ FLAIRE/FLARE PULSE INJURING, BURN 

UP THE BRAIN ANION syntaxes – PAINFUL FLAUU, IS EARTH’S JUNIOR OAF UNUUELL PAUUNS. HELPFUL HONOURABLE PUTIN 

(BROOKS NO FOOLS)  

ABLE  ARGUE - FLUSH INJURIOUS  SUGARI JUNK PHONES 

SIRIUS BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  
 GUILEFUL BANKSTER KNOB – CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BOOKS, HARANGUES FOLKo  

 

Yet there  are other  deeper reasons for knowing none of these were really visitors related to EnKi. 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: 
EnKi was aware of the 1933 and earlier off world “treaties” – exchanging technology for men, or rather, DNA from ‘men’ 
and we (you and I) would have a fair idea of what EnKi would really have said and offered, (being the Geneticist who 
designed us as we are today), as a result of this knowledge, had it really been him or his emissaries.  
EnKi –E’Yah/Ra is part & parcel of the Hidden Texts giving us many alerts, hints & warnings. The very first pointer was 
the same directive Jesus provided: ʺyou will know Them by Their actionsʺ ... Facta non verba. The deeds, not the words. 
Another of the hints was in the forum FIX THE CALENDARS where it was actually a reminder of the position EnKi holds 
in all of this duel for Earth. He, being “lord of Waters” is also “lord of maritime law, the marines,c+f+10 67 3 and the Navy”.   
The unexpected line telling us that the Navy would do something about the calendars (or the reason for the alterations) 
sits in the last words of that line 1 68 2  (something YHWH is not interested in)           NAVY ORDERS ENQUIRY: 
REVERSE CALENDAR RECONCILIATION STUNS SUUORN INVADER.  REUUARD  IS IN  LOVE, that  SONS  LIVE –  

 I rest my Case.
 

 

 Quelli che saranno morti,  the English:  
 Those Saran who are dead (living dead – stargate users, men in black) 

LION-LIKE HUMAN LEMON  EMULATOR  IS  SARAN COLUMN  ~ KILL LIKE HITLER, IS  
NEUROTIC  
HAM’S  SCORN AT ‘LUCKIER’  RICH HOME = UNAMERICAN  RESOLUTION,  HAS  REMUNERATION  
SLICK 
o the RICH HOME would be the White House 

NUKE  METEOR CLASH:  SHRILL ARSON, QUIRINAL HILLS(Rome) C+F+1 68 1  

IN ACORN stargate  HOLE  NOELL  
QUAthat already spoken of CREATOR’S  STAR SCHOLAR  CHANI TELLS:   
CHILL IN  ORNAMENTAL  CHESTNUTS   date   ROLL  
CUTE LOOKER CLOONIE: THOU TRUCK with  MURKIER SKULL ELITE, LIAR ARCHON RAN KALI  
CERN  CERN ILLUSION IS SATANIC:AIM STOLEN EARTH MINUTES HOUR ONEROUS  HALT–
HARMONICS LOUT EMOTIONAL  RUSH: ( f e a r ) LOATHSOME  ANIMAL  RUIN 
HAM means black man. MURKIER SKULL ELITE  the Skull & Bones ‘club’ key word ‘Eulogia’ in the texts 
HAS  REMUNERATION  SLICK  the neurotic  HAM receives his karmic and proper remuneration   
SLICK  as in  sleight of hand           ACORN stargate  HOLE the oldest stargate is under the Vatican 
AIM STOLEN MINUTES HOUR ONEROUS HALT – aiming to alter the movement of Earth along her orbit 
LION-LIKE HUMAN LEMON  EMULATOR  the Jesus in the Last Supper which turns into a shape  
shifter lion when using the lemon on the table as the dividing line to cut and mirror the person behind 
it, which then discloses the real one, which is A SARAN shape shifted lion-man 

 
 
 
 
5 61 2 Subjuguera les hauts monts Apennis:                                                                                                                                          IN GOAT in Capricorn 

SATAN’S ‘JESUS’  ‘SAUIOR’ IS  SUBHUMAN SUBNASAL BRUTAL OGRES UP AT EARTH’S  JALOUSIES,  PULSATING winking 

 IN GOAT     define jalousies plural noun: jalousies a blind or shutter made of a row of angled slats. A reference to the “space ties”? 
5 99 2 Capne, Brundis vexes par gent Celtique   (‘f’ is ‘s’  & ‘i’ is also ‘y’ and ‘q’ = ‘c’ is also ‘k’ ) Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation: 
DA UINCI ENTERS PRESENT CENTURIES RECENTLY (NO PRETENCE)  QUIETLY BY CRONUS UISOR,   
TO SEE PARKS. UUAS KNOUUN NICELY,  NOT DENY  UUAS  CYNICAL, BELL SOUND (a pun on ‘print lines end’) [K]NELL 

 hidden within

BLUE AYSE, CUP, TUUENTY,  QUELLS LUPINE PRINCE DELINQUENCY , CAUSED  NON PUBLICLY  LAST CARDS QUEEN,
 (IN NUT-NOBLE DATE).  PULSE BURNT, STRIKE  DOUUN ELECTRON  INN PEST (INBRED COPYCATS, NO RESPECT) 

 ORNAMENTAL  is in Libra, Sept 22 – Oct  21  NUTS  in Ornament is  Sept 24 – Oct 3 – the “great translation in October”             
These texts have been saying there will be two “rolls”,  just as Isaiah also told us “dancing Earth” 
ORNAMENTAL NUTS would also  be chestnuts (at Yule)  Chestnut has dates of Nov 12 – Nov 21 & May 15 – May 24 

 



ICONS SEND ICY QUEENSLAND (QUEEN’S LAND) SUN CYCLE PICQUED ANU IN QUAIL, CONCERNS BROKEN SCENICAL, 
LUCKY PLEBEIAN, CULPABLE BLACK  LEO PRESIDENT ACCORDED  CLOUDY,  IN BLEAK DARK CANCER SEUENTEEN.  

LONER UP  IN CAR DATE,  ENDS ALIEN LION INSANE PLANS  CORK DATE Nov 25 – Dec 20 LOYAL COBRA PUTIN 

o BY PACT Treaty NINE SNEAKY AQTI hidden agenda CLAUSE with the YEAR written IN BOLD (2014) 
o INEPT ALCYONE COUUPAT made me laugh – Alcyone IS under the ‘tail’ of Taurus! These lines have been hinting 

recently that the Alcyone “still know Love” and that they have been regrouping to retaliate against their forced 
new (well, within thousands of years new)  morés... 

o BLUE AYSE, with the Andromeda Council. CUP, Holy Grail TUUENTY, Eloim  Cassiopeia LAST CARDS QUEEN, 
QUELLS E (the Wolf has been a keyword for the Alcyone) PRINCE – those from Sirius LUPIN

o NUT-NOBLE Sept 24 – Oct 3rd  or Oct 24 – 31st    IN QUAIL  first week April  CANCER June 22 to July 21  SEUENTEEN       
CAR DATE the first ten days of Capricorn – Dec 22 – January 2nd this may be the referring to the date Putin was picked 
up by Golden Cube Dec 26 2012 and the two Golden Cubes of the Elohim were caught on video that date. 

 

4 47 2 Sa main ƒanguine par feu,fer,arcs tenduz: 
REPUGNANT UNREPENTING FAT FACED SAAM, SARAN PRIZED CUNNING: ENTER EATING, DEFUNCT PACT NINE FARCE  
FURNACE CAUTERIZE[cut off] ANNAPURNAnuclear event which now has several lines RUSSIA SINECURE ENDURING TRUE FREEZING  RAT

 GAUNT INSECT UP READSPRUDENT MANTIDS  EARNED IN SIEZE  RING RANGES AGES UNDER RECENT AUGUR:
EFFECT TUNES INFERENCE: MANUFACTURE UNZIP UNFAIR ANU NUMERATE SPACE FENCE ARTIFACE MAZE Blue Mice 

o BlueMiceProject  (named in a poem written in Latin in the correspondences of Nostradamus) 

See  also GENOCIDAL PLOT DR RIMA  http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw  this was a “must see”  for me  VIDEO  with Blue Mice Project topic 

1. R.O. A.,  ACE  EA  ADDRESS AN QUEUE FIERY FOUR AND A HALF  the inner planets FEARFUL AUDIO FREQUENCY  H (in Taurus)         
ON AREA 51  AS [same time as] SPREADING  UNSAFE  MANUFACTURER chemtrails/HAARPAPPROVED ''SCRUPLES'' JOKINGLY mocking 

2. SAAM SIEZE2016 FUND UNFAIR FURNACE ANNAPURNA the extreme heat over India REPUGNANCE MANURE ERUPTING CARNAGE 
FRAMED RUSSIANS  AS  FRAUDS by sending the Russian diplomats out of Amerika, the U.S. gov’t has done them a favour! 

o Manure here are the fallen ‘angels’ from Alcyone, currently under Antarctica, called ARIEN by Admiral Byrd 
3. ANU U.N. AIM SUFFERING SEPARATED – UNFAIR FENCES – FEMA SUFFER CANINE SiriusFARCE (false rapture) U.N. INFUSE 
4. JUDGE, PRIVY SEAL, RESPONDS.PACKS LORD JESUS ING  holograms LTau Cetians P.D. PROVOKE  Y Auriga SCRAP LADDERS  stargates     

R.O. ACE = Andromeda Council.  AN = The Anak.  Could be saying ROAN ACE, which would be the Red race. A Eloim- & 
Cassiopeia. ON = Oannes LORD JESUS (false messiah) ING (harvest) L  [Tau Cetians] P.D (police)   LADDERS are the stage gates 
9:16:3 Ceux de Ribiere feront en la meƒlee Allan Webber’s computerized Template Those of River/Erid.anus will be in the squabble, 

.C. Ophiuchus ’
.
IRE

.
IS

.
SEMELE 

backstabber/adulteress – see Guinevere here 4 47
 MALES

.
LAMENT

.
ENCOUNTER ELEMENTALS

.
EXUDES

.
MELEES  NORSE/

Edda asteroid/
BRIDE

recall in the Last Supper that Peter/Marduk holds the knife to the back of Judas,  who may have been asked BY Jesus to 
reveal him 

        C.ELEMENTALS  from Ophiuchus, the ireful M’Abus 
 

9:42:4 Barbar poulƒe bien loing juƒqu’a Thunis  Bankster’s (fleet)  driven as far back as Tunis 
NOBLE SOULFUL PUTIN CREATES PROBABLE  RUSSIAN  UTOPIA: BANS SUUINE THE IN UNSUITABLE  UNNATURAL 

 o SUUINE April 15 – May 12. 2015 Putin has banned chemtrails, g.m.o. ‘food’, micro wave ovens, and “vaccinations.”IN  
JAUUBREAKER  ‘OBNUBILATING’ clouding over UUHICH   ATROPHIES  EARTH  SOIL. Killing the mucilage of biospheres 
SIRIUS’ BLACK  AHA  GHOUL HALF-BROKEN, HAS UNUSUAL JABBERING, SERIOUS BABBLING, ROUSING RABBLE  
GUILEFUL  BANKSTER  KNOB – (CAUSE LIBELOUS INFEASIBLE  FAKE  JESUS AGE IN BOOKS), HARANGUES  FOLK 
yes, in his farewell speach Obamba referred to himself seventy five times 
 
THE REAL STORY OF JESUS (Immanuel) Billy Meier video: 
At the ten minute mark, those craft are the Vril craft of the Alcyonese (taken over by Anakim thousands of years ago, and are the 
'fallen angels' in the Old Testament - one of whom is named in the bible as Semyase (Samjase) and that means co-pilot (where the 
tetragrammaton - YHWH full name means Chief Pilot) Lord of the airways, the Ruach...Many of these "Pleiadian" visitors gave Billy 
Meier contradictory information. As if there were two different types of Pleiadian involved. The Alcyonese live under Antarctica... 
ok - caught out. "I am very aware of the things which are going to occur for the next two thousand years" [the Pleiadian relates what 
'Jesus' says, to Billy] - it has NOT been 2 thousand years since the crucifixion. The numeral one in front of (prefixing) the century 
was either accidentally or on purpose changed from an "i" (or "j") which was the prefix for Immanuel and or Jesus. By changing that 

to a number - one thousand years was instantly added. 
...yes, when Andy Basagia went to Masada, he said Immanuel was there and died there as a very old man. 
The information which comes to me arrives via the Hidden Texts of two time travellers, both of whom have visited me, one of them 
several times. 
February 3rd the “real birthday for Immanuel” claimed in the video, is in Aquarius alsoknownas “The Humanitarian”.  
The Hidden Texts speak of the real meaning of Jesu Christos as a title, and that certain greys anoint themselves in order to feed. 
This is the first time [I have seen] other than via the hidden texts that anyone else has mentioned the "three races on Earth".  
Nostradamus said FIVE TIMES that the "AntEchrist of the THIRD PEOPLES" is awakening" 
at 50:26 ISCHWICH is the full name for the letters YHWH (known as the tetragram) 

The reason the Shroud of Turin was said by Billy to be fake, is because the man who was really crucified as Immanuel, was not 
Immanuel. Andy Basagio said this, and the Cassiopeian Files also said this, as do the Hidden Texts. 
Several times (I think it was three times) the "disciples" complained to Immanuel that he was appearing "as someone else" and that 
he was shape shifting in front of their eyes.... 
 “Those who travel from Afar.” In the Hidden Texts Afar meant Aquarius, physically 
 
 

http://youtu.be/p_tArBeOtgw


Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient Egyptian Text - Live Science 

www.livescience.com › History 

Mar 12, 2013 - In a newly deciphered 1,200-year-old telling of the Passion story, Jesus has supper with Pontius Pilate before his 

crucifixion. His supper with ... 
Jesus Was a Shapeshifter - YouTube 

▶ 6:02 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0 

Sep 13, 2014 - Uploaded by Strange Mysteries 

A recently translated ancient text states that Jesus was shapeshifter. A 1200 year old Egyptian text found in an ... 

The ancient text that describes Jesus as a shape-shifter | Ancient Origins 

www.ancient-origins.net/.../ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001... 

Feb 19, 2014 - According to the canonical bible, the apostle Judas betrays Jesus in ... Shape-Shifting Jesus Described in Ancient 

Egyptian Text – LiveScience. 
The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel) - YouTube 

▶ 1:32:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc 

Sep 4, 2012 - Uploaded by Immanuel Bierer 

Jesus's real... ... The REAL Story of Jesus (Immanuel). ImmanuelBierer ... Edward Meier, more commonly ... 
The Pleiadian Connection - A True Story By Eduard Billy Meier ... 

▶ 49:44 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg 

Dec 12, 2016 - Uploaded by Odd TV 

Eduard Albert Meier (born February 3, 1937) is a Swiss citizen who is the ... The Pleiadian Connection - A True ... 

Talmud Jmmanuel - Story of a great man falsely named Jesus Christ 1 ... 

▶ 8:57 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w 

May 23, 2009 - Uploaded by Sukofu 

His friend, "Billy" Eduard Albert Meier, removes ... ... Talmud Jmmanuel - Story of a great man falsely ... 

'The Big Picture' by George Green: Billy Meier Case ... - YouTube 

▶ 25:31 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE 

Sep 3, 2012 - Uploaded by The Billy Meier UFO Case-2 

'The Big Picture' by George Green: Billy Meier Case & Talmud ...Immanuel Bierer 291,984 views ... 
Billy Meier - UFOs ARE REAL - WATCH THIS!!! - YouTube 

▶ 7:01 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs 

Apr 7, 2008 - Uploaded by armanddarke 

Incredible UFO footage taken by Billy Meier and analyzed by ... UFO's and Prophecies from Outer Space The ... 
Aliens Take Billy Meier Back to Meet Jesus - YouTube 

▶ 8:41 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0 

Mar 7, 2012 - Uploaded by BackToConstitution 

Billy Meier is perhaps the most famous name in UFOlogy. ... and many have lived at the Billy Meier compound ... 

Billy Meier visits Jmmanuel- by Randolph Winters. 2/2 - YouTube 

▶ 46:29 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM 

Mar 16, 2012 - Uploaded by Bj Witelus 

The story is incredible, unbelievable, as people from UFO community would say... "the truth is stranger than ... 

REPHAIM  GIANTS,  THE ‘SONS OF ANAK’   Smithsonian cover-up about GIANTS and are they still alive today ? Youtube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs 

 
 
 
 

 
    

 

Michael David Moreno  

January 6 at 2:22pm 
  

"Muslims are livid"... can't wait for the day when the world finds out these religions were 
created by the same person and/or organization, social manipulation at its best. Yeah, stone 
of Gabriel, it says he's god of Israel, also known as the main angel in the Quran, and Jesus, 
the Destroyer in Revelations, ; see how it was all man-ipulated? Some people are so invested 
emotionally (cough, cough "spiritually") that this news becomes lost to them, anger is usually 
the first response. And yet, these beliefs are intended to provoke conflict; they have done 
their job well.  
https://hartman.org.il/SHINews_View.asp?Article_Id=162&  

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGucecyprRAhXHF5QKHb75Ac8QFggZMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F27840-shape-shifting-jesus-ancient-text.html&usg=AFQjCNF1tBsw9Ht85tQvQ31HcYybTsCzBw&sig2=1Ti-urMRwfdf_6MOTBXjpQ&bvm=bv.142059868,d.dGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEpWwS5QOA0
http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/ancient-text-describes-jesus-shape-shifter-001361
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isImvGqpFMc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JxpHYNqzQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z23dIsKBj7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJlU1ToWqBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpgF7pDx_zs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVfmrI5eQR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZuqR9_JeQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3IPBMWCZg4&feature=em-subs_digest-vrecs
https://www.facebook.com/n/?david.moreno.1447&aref=1483507356055961&medium=email&mid=545643d5b418bG5af3694d3776G5453df8fab999G37&bcode=1.1483672939.AblU0nmL7sgtzh6P&n_m=hiddentext%40live.com.au&lloc=image
https://hartman.org.il/SHINews_View.asp?Article_Id=162&


From The Prophecy Club 

17) Satan is beelzebub, the lord of the flies, the price [prince or cost?]  of demons. (Luke 11:15) 

Allah: ''flies both kill and heal''. (Bukhari 4.537, 7.673). 

18) the lord of the flies is the title of a philistine god. 

Palestine got its name from the Philistine, the enemy of ''god's'' ''chosen people'' Is.ra.el. 

(As if the real God would make choices over nations when you are judged by what YOU do) 

19) Satan mocked Jesus, "if you are the son of God",... (Matthew 4:3-6) 

Allah denies Jesus as son of God, his Quran refers to Jesus as the son of Mary. (Quran 2:87) 

(Yet Jesus is only a title too) 

20) Satan opposes God's work. (Zechariah 3) (''God's work'' includes all the natural beauty of Mother Earth). 
Allah teaches a completely different Jesus from the bible. (Quran 4:15) 

(Here, it must be kept in mind that the bible was edited in 325A.D. The word 'Christ' is a title, an Office and 
Jesus was not the first – there was Horus who lived the same life as the Mason stone worker Jesus) 
21) Satan hinders God's servants. (1 Thessalonians 2) This includes Nostradamus! A true servant to God. 

Allah orders to kill & humiliate Christians & Jews. (Dis.crimination at its worst) 

22) Satan hinders the Gospel. (Matthew 13:2, Corinthians 4) 

Allah denies Jesus's deity, his death & his resurrection. (Quran 44:157, 19:35-36) 

27) Satan is the accuser of the brethren. (Revelation 12) – 

(Yes, the one pointing the finger is usually the culprit!) 

Allah accuses Jesus & Christians of corrupting the bible throughout the Quran. (Quran 2:41-44,59,72-79,85, 

101,140,146,159,174,176,213, 3:19,24,70-71,78-79,94,184, 4:44-47, 5:13-15,41-44, 6:91, 7:162, 41:45, 62:5-6) 

It was NOT Jesus nor Christians who edited the bible! It was Anakim as the Ni.CǣAn [Nicene]council. 
 

5 61 4 Et des monts feux juƒques mont Senis.  (‘q’ = ‘k’ and ‘c’) 

(IS DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST) UNJUST SIX IS MOMENTOUS DEMONISM JESUS 

IT MISQUOTED,    SNUFFS  SUFFIX  J-i MIX.  those who invented the Jesus principle, also changed calendars 

 NEUU MUD= S.O.S. IS NEXT   

o the spraying of entire towns for supposed dangerous mosquitoes is a precursor for the other events 
UUOMAN I MET JOINS MOST E.T. FIENDS  &  KÏNDER DOTS, DOES  QUEEN’S  TEXTS  MONUMENT  MEMO 
o  the invented “Jesus” just like Allah was an IMMENSE EXTENT invention  IS MOMENTOUS DEMONISM JESUS
o DON QUIXOTE JOUST QUEST = a false rapture, also the “misquoted” 
o MUD  S.O.S.   JOINS    MONUMENT  MEMO – cremation of the Sphinx? 
FIXES DEFT JESUS TEXT MOMENT NOUU STEM NEXT OF KIN MESS, DIMMEST SMOKE OFFENSE  KNOUUN , 
o SMOKE is a qualifier name for he who is “Chief Pilot, lord of the airways, smoke, storms etc” = Enlil 

MEND:EXTENDS STIFF SMOKE-SCREEN MOMENTS IN STONE TOUUNSMEN KNEUU, TO FOX STINK OF MANU  

M'ANU  is Mannuz/Orion/Man 

ERGO, "SON OF MAN"= from FreeMasons'  Orion Group  

 
 

 come tu dicesti che accaderebbe nel ben , e
ALL ARE INDEBTED ELOIM CUBE :  
ABDUCT NELL MEAD, OBEDIENCE, BEEN HER CHOICE:  
DICTATES CENTURIES SECRETS BREACHED:  
BLENDED ECLECTIC DECODED ECHOED, 
DOCTOR NOSTRADAMUS AND LEONARDO  
SAME CODES BETUUEEN EACH.  


